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ABSTRACT
Next generation sequencing (NGS) has revolutionized genomic data generation by enabling
high-throughput parallel sequencing. This makes it possible to sequence new genomes or re-
sequence individual genomes at a manifold cheaper cost and in an order of magnitude lesser
time than traditional Sanger sequencing. Using NGS technologies, ambitious genomic sequenc-
ing projects target many organisms rather than a few, and large scale studies of sequence varia-
tion become feasible. Because of this revolution, the data analysis methodologies are changing,
exemplified by different applications: de Bruijn or string graph based approach is replacing
traditional overlap-layout-consensus paradigm in genome assembly, computational pipelines
consisting of locating and counting short reads per gene location on the reference genome are
replacing microarrays in gene expression analysis, and so on.
In this context, efficient analysis for large scale datasets is one of the most challenging prob-
lems. In this thesis work, we design efficient algorithms to improve the read quality for next
generation sequencing and explore the emerging cloud computing techniques to cluster a large
amount of metagenomic reads. First, we develop an efficient algorithm that uses a flexible read
decomposition method to improve accuracy of error correction, and demonstrate its applica-
bility using standard runs of Illumina sequencing. We further propose a statistical framework
to differentiate infrequently observed subreads from sequencing errors when genomic repeats
are prevalent. To differentiate between valid and invalid substrings based on their genomic
xfrequency, we propose a statistical approach to estimate a frequency related threshold based
on the dataset under study. Lastly, we formalize the task to quantify microbial organisms in
environmental samples as a sequence clustering problem and develop a parallel solution inte-
grating sketching, quasi-clique enumeration and MapReduce techniques. The implementation
is carried out using Hadoop – a MapReduce framework for cloud computing.
1CHAPTER 1. OVERVIEW
We assume the reader has basic knowledge of molecular biology, such as familiarity with
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and RNA (ribonucleic acid) molecules, chromosomes, and genomes.
In the following, we will only introduce some relevant concepts from computer science perspec-
tive, which we use to develop and describe our algorithms.
DNA is a double stranded molecule. Computationally, we treat each strand of a DNA
molecule as a string over the alphabet Σ = {A,C,G, T}, where c ∈ Σ is termed a nucleotide,
or a base representing (A) Adenine, (C) Cytosine, (G) Guanine, and (T) Thymine. RNA,
on the other hand, is typically single-stranded and can be represented as a string over the
alphabet Σ′ = {A,C,G,U}, where Thymine (T ) in Σ is replaced by uracil (U). The length
of a DNA or RNA sequence is measured in the number of nucleotides (nt), or base pairs (bp)
when referring to the double stranded molecule. A DNA sequence can range from thousands
to billions of nts in length, wherease, an RNA sequence is typically in the range of hundreds
to thousands of nts (nt and bp are used interchangably).
Sequencing refers to the process of determining the sequence of characters of one strand of a
DNA sequence in genome sequencing or RNA sequence in transcriptome sequencing. Due to the
limitations of sequencing techniques, each attempt to read a target sequence typically results
in a short fragment, termed a read, where its length is in the range of tens to hundreds of base
pairs. In a typical sequencing experiment, thousands to tens of millions of reading attempts are
2made, which produce a large number of reads. Although we may be able to read every single
position in the target sequence, deriving this complete sequence is a non-trivial task due to
the loss of the following information during sequencing: the sampling location and the strand
orientation of individual read with respect to the target sequence and the relative ordering
of reads. Furthermore, adding to the complexity of this problem are a variety of errors that
can be introduced in the reads during sequencing: insertions, deletions, and substitutions. For
instance, let S = . . . ACGTTG . . . be the target DNA sequence, while reading the underlined
nucleotide T , different types of errors can occur: AT may replace T as the result of an insertion
error, T may not be read as the result of a deletion error, and G may replace T as the result
of a substitution error. In addition, when the sequencer is uncertain about a base at a certain
position, a universal character ‘N ’ is used instead. Therefore, read errors lead to the enriched
alphabet Σ = {A,C,G, T,N} for DNA sequences.
Sequencing technique was initially developed in the 1970s by Frederick Sanger, and is
known as Sanger sequencing [Sanger et al., 1977]. This technology consists of four compo-
nents: dideoxy-based termination chemistry, fluorescent labeling, capillary separation, and au-
tomated computer reading [Men et al., 2008]. This has been the only widely used technology
for three decades since the 1970s. Only within the past few years, a number of high-throughput
sequencing technologies, known as next-generation sequencing technologies, have been devel-
oped and widely adopted [Perkel, 2009]. Understanding the properties of the reads produced
by each of these technologies is important for using and analyzing such data in various appli-
cations. For instance, Sanger read based assembly methods [Batzoglou, 2002, Huang et al.,
2003, Huson et al., 2002, Kalyanaraman et al., 2006] differ largely from short read assembly
pipelines [Butler et al., 2008, Chaisson and Pevzner, 2008, Chaisson et al., 2009, Jackson et al.,
32010, Simpson et al., 2009, Simpson and Durbin, 2010, Zerbino and Birney, 2008] because the
overlap-layout-consensus paradigm is more suitable for assembling long Sanger reads where
genomic co-location can be reliably inferred for any pair of reads with significant alignments,
whereas, among short reads, significant alignments arise by chance more frequently. In the
following, we will ignore the details of the biological/chemical process behind each sequencing
technique and focus only on the read properties, such as length and error rates, which have
significant impact on algorithm design.
Typical length of Sanger reads ranges from 450bp to over 1kbp, with an average length
around 800bp. Due to its labor intensiveness and high cost, Sanger sequencing can only be
applied to a few carefully chosen model organisms. Notably, the human genome project took
over 10 years (1990 to 2001) and cost over 1 billion dollars in order to generate a draft human
genome. Although with the improved 96-capillary platform, up to 0.5Mbp DNA data could be
produced per day [Men et al., 2008], which brought down the cost of sequencing human sized
genome to 10 to 15 million dollars, the cost is still high. The introduction of pyrosequencing
technique in 2004 unveiled the era of next-generation sequencing, featured by a much cheaper
cost and a much higher throughput. Thanks to this revolution, the cost to sequence a human
genome has dropped to under 10,000 dollars, a price of two magnitude cheaper; and this trend
is expected to continue in the upcoming years.
With a decrease in the cost and increase in the throughput, the next-generation sequencing
techniques also brought in new computational challenges, from the need to store and process
large quantities of data, to handling much shorter read lengths and higher error rates compared
to Sanger sequencing. In the following, we will first describe the properties of reads produced by
popular next-generation sequencing platforms. Then, we demonstrate the need for detecting
4and correcting errors in the data obtained from such platforms. We analyze the existing
methods for error detection and correction and point out their shortcomings leading to an a
compelling need for developing new algorithms to address these problems. Lastly, we address
an interesting problem of read clustering in metagenomics and show how it has been tackled
by the existing methods. Due to the need to avoid the O(n2) time complexity required for
pairwise comparison of a large number of reads and the need for developing parallel solutions,
we explore the sketching technique (widely used in web document clustering) and quasi-clique
enumeration solutions to address this problem in cloud environment.
1.1 Next-generation Sequencing and Applications
High throughput next generation sequencing has revolutionized genomics, making it pos-
sible to sequence new genomes or re-sequence individual genomes at a manifold cheaper cost
and in an order of magnitude less time than traditional Sanger sequencing [Shendure and Ji,
2008]. With this technology, ambitious genomic sequencing projects target many organisms
rather than a few, and large scale studies of sequence variation become feasible [Stratton,
2008]. Many next-gen sequencing technologies have been developed, including systems cur-
rently in wide use, such as the Illumina Genome Analyzer (also known as Solexa previously),
Applied Biosystems SOLiD, as well as more recent and new offerings from companies such
as Complete Genomics and Pacific Biosciences [Perkel, 2009, Korlach et al., 2010]. Note that
sequencing machines such as those invented by Pacific Biosciences are considered as belonging
to the third generation sequencing platform, featured by the use of single molecule sequencing
(SMS) technique [Schadt et al., 2010].
We categorize sequencing data according to the company manufacturing the instrumenta-
5Table 1.1 Properties of data produced by major Next-generation Sequenc-
ing platforms as of May, 2011.
Company Equipment Read length Throughput Time Insert Technique
per run per run size
454 Life Roche GS 400bp (avg) 400- 10 hrs 3, 8, sequencing
Sciences Titanium 600Mb 20kb by synthesis
Illumina HiSeq 2000 35bp, 50bp, 150 - ∼ 8.5 day 200bp - reversible
100bp 200Gb 5kb terminator
Applied 5500 SOLiDTM 35bp, 60bp up to 1d 1 lane 600bp - sequencing
Biosystems System 75bp 90Gb 1×35bp 10kb by ligation
Complete 35bp 500bp ligation based
Genomics sequencing
Helicos HeliScopeTM 25 - 55bp 21-35Gb > 1Gb/hr SMS
BioSciences SMS
Pacific PacBio RS 1k – 10k < 30min 250bp - SMS
iosciences expected 6kb
tion that produce them since it is a convention to relate the data to the name of the sequencing
platforms invented by a specific company. The properties of data produced by major platforms
– 454 LifeSciences [Margulies et al., 2005], Illumina [Bentley et al., 2008], Applied Biosystems
SOLiD Systems [McKernan et al., 2009], Helicos HeliScope [Shendure and Ji, 2008], Complete
Genomics [Drmanac et al., 2010], and the emerging Pacific BioSciences – are described in
Table 1.1, as per May, 2011. These properties are expected to change frequently.
During Sanger sequencing, reads are grown on the template strand by incorporating new
bases with the help of a polymerase enzyme. Special types of bases, called terminators, are
designed such that they are coded with fluorescent signals. Once a terminator has been in-
corporated, a read will stop growing. Terminators are introduced concurrently with normal
nucleotides but with a lower concentration. Reads elongate and incorporate terminators at dif-
ferent lengths on different copies of the same type of template strand. By reading the last base
from all of these reads (sorted by length), its sequence can be identified. This whole process is
referred as the chain termination sequencing. In Illumina Genome Analyzer or 454 Roche GS
6systems, different types of terminators are used such that they stop read elongation after being
incorporated but can be washed away using special chemicals. Using this property, sequencing
by synthesis (SBS) is carried out by repeating the following procedures: a terminator is incor-
porated, its signal is measured, and it is washed away. During this process, a terminator can be
incorporated with the help of different enzymes. For instance, polymerase in Illumina Genome
Analyzer or ligase in SOLiDTM 4 system. Due to the reason that sequencing by synthesis can
be carried out in parallel on different types of templates, it achieves ultra high-throughput.
A third type of sequencing technique is based on single molecule sequencing, which has been
used by Helicos BioSciences and Pacific Biosciences. However, the chemical/physical process in
SMS may differ largely. But these technologies are expected to have a much higher throughput
compared to SBS based methods.
New technology inevitably comes with challenges. For many next generation sequencers,
the advantage of deeper and cheaper coverage comes at the cost of shorter reads with higher
error rates compared to the Sanger sequencing they replace. Although some technologies such
as the 454 produce reads with an average length of 400bp, as shown in Table 1.1, most of
these high throughput next generation sequencing systems produce short reads, ranging from
25bp to 150bp. Short read technologies have been widely used to initiate new applications and
sometimes, to replace the existing ones. Some of these applications include genome sequencing,
re-sequencing, and metagenomics. We will briefly describe these applications and challenges
below.
The algorithms for genome assembly, the de novo inference of a genomic sequence, are
different for Sanger reads as compared to short reads. Sanger reads are long enough that
genomic co-location of a pair of reads can be reliably inferred if they share significant overlap.
7This is the basic strategy used in the overlap-layout-consensus assembly paradigm [Batzoglou,
2002, Havlak et al., 2004, Huang et al., 2003, Myers et al., 2000]. However, with short reads
from next generation sequencing, de Bruijn graph [Idury and Waterman, 1995] and string
graph [Myers, 2005] based formulations that reconstruct the genome as a path in a graph
perform better due to their more global analysis and ability to naturally accommodate paired
read information. As a result, they have become de facto models for building short read
genome assemblers, e.g., ALLPATHS [Butler et al., 2008], Euler-SR [Chaisson and Pevzner,
2008], Velvet [Zerbino and Birney, 2008], ABySS [Simpson et al., 2009], and Yaga [Jackson
et al., 2010]. In these algorithms, the graph size is bounded by the number of total kmers in
the reference genome in theory. However, it becomes the limiting factor for scaling to large
genomes due to the large quantity of reads produced and a relatively high error rate, resulting
in an overwhelming number of spurious kmers that do not belong to the target genome. In
addition, these artifacts lead to a higher chance of mis-assemblies. Therefore, detecting or
correcting errors in the data pre-assembly becomes indispensable.
Re-sequencing refers to the sequencing of part of an individual’s genome when a repre-
sentative genome for the species is known. Next generation sequencing enabled the study of
sequence variations in a high-throughput manner [Stratton, 2008]. Sequence variation means
anything from standard population-level genetic polymorphisms [Tassell et al., 2008] to epige-
nomic changes among cells of the same organism [Jacinto et al., 2008], to DNA binding site
variation in the same genome [Johnson et al., 2007]. Mapping short reads to the reference
genome is a critical component in re-sequencing. The quality of mapping deteriorates severely
in the presence of sequencing errors and genomic repeats. Reads from repetitive regions will
map to multiple locations on the reference genome, but reads with sequencing errors may also
8map to multiple locations, or sometimes nowhere at all. It becomes difficult to distinguish rep-
etition from errors among such reads. Numerous mapping methods have been developed [Au
et al., 2010, Clement et al., 2010, Frith et al., 2010, Griffith et al., 2010, Langmead et al., 2009,
Li et al., 2009, Lin et al., 2008, McKenna et al., 2010, Rumble et al., 2009, Smith et al., 2008].
Most of them allow up to two mismatches per read at full sensitivity and can handle unique
read mapping efficiently. However, uniquely assigning reads that map to multiple locations of
the reference genome is still an actively pursued problem.
Metagenomics refers to the study of microbial organisms from an environmental sample,
e.g., sea water, soil, human gut. The emergence of next-generation sequencing technologies
garnered tremedous interest in exploring the unknowns – deciphering genetic code, drafting
full length genomes, studying symbiosis relationship between the microbial communities and
their host [Adams et al., 2009, Blow, 2008, Chan et al., 2008, Cole et al., 2009, Diaz et al.,
2009, Huang et al., 2010, McKenna et al., 2010]. A major focus of the exiting methods in
analyzing metagenomic data is to classify microbial organisms in a sample according to what
has previously been documented in a database. However, as sequencing becomes a routine task,
studies of environmental samples shift to explore mostly undocumented species. Therefore, de
novo clustering or binning reads becomes a more important task.
Many other applications in next-generation sequencing [Ansorge, 2009, Janitz, 2008, Mar-
guerat et al., 2008] that have not been described here include whole transcriptome analysis,
genome methylation analysis, Chromatin Immunoprecipitation for transcription factor binding
sites detection, MicroRNA discovery and so on.
91.2 Error Detection and Correction in Next-generation Sequencing Data
Error detection and correction has long been recognized as a critical and difficult part of
graph based short read assemblers and a necessary preprocessing step in many other appli-
cations such as re-sequencing. It has been implemented either as a component in genome
assemblers [Butler et al., 2008, Chaisson et al., 2004, Jackson et al., 2010, Simpson et al., 2009,
Zerbino and Birney, 2008] or as a standalone program [Gajer et al., 2004, Kelley et al., 2010,
Qu et al., 2009, Schro¨der et al., 2009, Shi et al., 2009, Tammi et al., 2003, Wijaya et al., 2009]
to improve read quality before the data will be used for other applications.
Sanger read assemblers rely on high quality overlaps between reads, which is readily achiev-
able thanks to their long average read length (∼ 800bp). Although these reads contain errors,
trimming the 3′ end of each read effectively eliminates most errors without compromising over-
lap quality. However, to produce a high quality finishing sequence, it is necessary to refine the
consensus sequence by re-aligning the reads to the consensus, and sometimes, re-checking the
chromatogram (the raw signal to decide a sequencing base). MisEd [Tammi et al., 2003] and
AutoEditor [Gajer et al., 2004] were designed for such a purpose. Common to both methods
is the identification of sequencing errors via a majority voting rule: a less frequently observed
base in an alignment column is considered an error. However, MisEd carried out multiple
sequence alignment on its own whereas AutoEditor relies on alignment outputs of genome as-
semblers. AutoEditor further confirms the sequencing errors by comparing the consensus bases
in the alignment to the chromatogram signals that were used for base calling. However, when
the reference genomic sequences are not available or when the reads become too short, above
approaches will no longer be applicable because carrying out multiple sequence alignments for
a large number of reads would be computationally infeasible.
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To address these difficulties, Spectrum Alignment Problem (SAP) formulation was pro-
posed [Pevzner and Tang, 2001], where an exact solution was given in [Chaisson et al., 2004].
SAP-formulation: in a given dataset, a kmer is considered to be solid if it occurs over M
number of times, and weak otherwise, where k and M are input parameters. Reads containing
insolid kmers are converted using a minimum number of edit operations so that they contain
only solid kmers post-correction.
Dynamic programming solution [Chaisson et al., 2004]: givenM , let T be the set of all solid
kmers in R. Define S to be a T -string if Sk ⊆ T . For every read r ∈ R, define the score(i, t)
to be the minimum edit distance between the prefix r[0 : i − 1] of r and a T -string S with
suffix t, where t ∈ T . Then, the score function can be recursively calculated as the minimum
values of score(i−1, S [|S| − k − 1 : |S| − 2])+hd(r[i−1], t[k−1]) capturing substitution error,
score(i− 1, t) + 1 capturing insertion error, and score(i, S [|S| − k − 1 : |S| − 2]) + 1 capturing
deletion error. The minimum of score(|r|, t) for all t ∈ T corresponds to the minimum cost
to convert r to a read that only contains solid kmers. The calculation of the recursive scoring
function was carried out using a graph structure, where the vertex in the graph denotes a prefix
length i of r and a kmer t ∈ T , and an edge exists between two vertices if they are related via
one of the recursive functions.
The implementation of this dynamic programming solution will take O(L|4k|) space, hence,
not conducive to large datasets due to memory limitations. Hence, heuristics were used to start
with a T -string with a prescribed minimum length in r and to constrain the total number of edit
distance allowed for converting r. After observing that errors in short reads such as Illumina
reads are dominantly caused by substitutions, SAP formulation was adapted to consider only
Hamming distance [Chaisson et al., 2009] and heuristics were applied in the following manner:
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in each read, if a base change can increase the solid kmers to a prescribed amount, then it is
applied. All reads that contain a prefix that is a T -string are considered fixable, otherwise,
unfixable.
Similar approaches have been adapted and used by others [Butler et al., 2008]. However,
this approach is still too time consuming to be applicable towards larger datasets. To expedite
this process, Shi et al. [2009] implemented SAP-problem on GPUs.
Though SAP-formulation is computationally convenient, the error correction results need
significant improvement. For this purpose, SHREC [Schro¨der et al., 2009] was proposed.
SHREC constructs a generalized suffix trie (same as suffix tree except that edge labels are
single characters) using both forward and reverse complementary strands of input reads. For
each internal node u, the concatenation of edge labels from the root to u spells a substring su
that occurs in the input, and the number of times su occurs equals the number of leaves of the
subtree rooted at u. The expected occurrence of su can be computed analytically assuming
the reference genome G to be a random string, G is uniformly sampled, and that sequencing
errors uniformly occur at every read position. With these assumptions, the sampling of su can
be considered as a collection of Bernoulli trials, where the mean e = np with p = l−|su|+1|G| , and
the variance δ = np(1 − p). Then, if the observed occurrence of su is less than e − αδ, su is
considered as containing a sequencing error in the last base. The error correction results differ
greatly with different α, which is a user specified parameter, but unfortunately, it is unclear
how it should be chosen. In order to identify the potential correction for su, the subtree rooted
at u is compared with the subtree rooted at v, where u and v are siblings and sv passed the
aforementioned frequency test. If the two subtrees are identical, then u can be merged to v
and relevant changes in the suffix trie are made for all reads that were previously leaves under
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u. Otherwise, there might be more than one error in a read containing su. Then, every read
r under u is individually inspected and when applicable, r[|su| − 1] is changed and all relevant
suffixes of r are updated in the tree. For read with a high error rate, the above procedures
could be applied for a fixed number of iterations to identify and correct multiple errors.
SHREC was further extended to capture insertion/deletion errors that may occur as fre-
quently as substitution errors in 454 reads [Salmela, 2010]. Observe that if the last base of su
is an insertion, then in the suffix trie, u should be compared with the siblings of the parent
of u; on the other hand, if a deletion occur, u should be compared with the children of its
sibling. Same as SHREC, this extension is able to capture up to one insertion/deletion error
in a read per given iteration. Validation on simulated and real datasets seemingly provided
a convincing results that this strategy improves correction results. However, a closer look re-
veal some pitfalls. For real datasets, the accuracy of correction was measured by aligning the
reads to the reference genome, where an increased percentage of reads that can be aligned is
used as an indicator of improved correction results. This criterion is risky since an improved
percentage of aligned reads may be due to excessive mis-corrections, which changes a read to
part of the genome where it does not belong. As can be seen in the reported correction results,
after correction, around 18% of the total genome was potentially lost in RC30x dataset (Table
6 [Salmela, 2010]) considering contigs with length ≥ 100bp.
To improve memory usage, a suffix array based method named HiTEC [Ilie et al., 2011]
was introduced. The basic ideas of HiTEC consist of the following: assume in read r, substring
r[i : i+ k− 1] contains no errors whereas r[i+ k] is an erroneous base, where 0 ≤ i ≤ l− k− 1.
If we observe a substring s such that |s| = k + 1, s[0 : k − 1] = r[i : i+ k − 1], s[k] 6= r[i+ k],
and s occurs over a preset value M times in R, then s[k] is likely to be the real base attempted
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for sequencing and r[i+k] should be corrected to s[k]. In other words, any erroneous base can
be corrected by HiTEC only if this base is preceded by an error free kmer. Then the goal is
to derive k and M and using these values to achieve a satisfactory error correction result.
Aforementioned methods do not consider quality scores, which provide valuable guidance
on sequence base reliabilities. Quake [Kelley et al., 2010] is a SAP-based approach that makes
use of both the base quality score information and nucleotide specific miscall rates. The
workflow consists of the following steps: 1) detect solid and insolid kmers – 1a) the overall
weight of a kmer equals the weight summation of all of its instances in the dataset. The weight
of every instance is calculated as the product of the probability that each base in this kmer
is correct as defined by the corresponding quality score value; 1b) the histogram of the kmer
weights is modeled as a mixture of Gaussian distribution and Zeta distribution for solid kmers
and Gamma distribution for insolid kmers. A cutoff that differentiates the solid from insolid
kmers is chosen (from the paper, it is unclear how the threshold is chosen). 2) convert reads
containing insolid kmers to insolid kmer free reads – 2a) heuristicly locate erroneous region in
a read either by the union or the intersection of all insolid kmers. If some insolid kmers cover
the 3′ end, trimming is applied; 2b) greedily choose low quality score base for correction and
pick the mutation with the highest likelihood until all kmers are solid. Abandon the read if
no such choices exist. Although Quake has been applied to simulated datasets and achieved
good results, experiments on real datasets are missing. Moreover, there exists a fundamental
flaw in the data simulation process: every base in an Illumina read is simulated using the
probability definied by the quality score. This strategy make it ideal for q-mer counting and
cutoff selection strategies used in Quake.
Unlike these general purpose error correction methods, FreClu [Qu et al., 2009] targets
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transcriptome data generated using Illumina small RNA protocol. FreClu groups input reads
into a hierarchical tree such that 1) a parent node differs from any of its children by exactly
one base, 2) children are less frequent than their parents, and 3) the transition probability
from any parent to child, calculated using quality score information, is high enough to make
error a likely explanation for child occurrences. The single base difference between any parent
and child is considered a sequencing error in the child. For each tree, the root is considered
as the real sequence and all other nodes are considered as the erroneous reads that originated
from the root. Using this technique, up to 5% more reads can be mapped to the reference
sequence. The tree structure accounts for frequency differences in RNA molecules and may be
adaptable to sequencing of repetitive DNA. Indeed, we use related ideas later in our approach
“Redeem”, but take a more global perspective, where multiple parents may give rise to the
same erroneous sequence.
Not all sequencing errors can be accurately corrected among the ones that have been
identified [Schro¨der et al., 2009]. However, the error correction results depends on correctly
identifying of erroneous bases. By observing that SAP-based formulation requires a unique
thresholdM to determine if a kmer contains any errors, Chin et al. [2009] developed a statistical
approach to derive the optimum M analytically so that the total number of errors left over
in the datasets (including uncorrected errors and errors introduced by the algorithm) are
minimized. Unfortunately, the formulation is based solely on the unrealistic assumptions of
uniform genome sampling and uniform error distribution in the reads. It remains an open
question if optimum M could be derived analytically without these assumptions, and whether
multiple values of M should be used.
Although the aforementioned methods have addressed error detection or correction problem
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from different aspects, the results are far from perfect. We list in the following several major
issues and open questions to be resolved:
1. To handle a large amount of data. Next-generation sequencing techniques result in the
production of as many as billions of reads in each experiment, and meaningfully analyzing
these data is computational demanding. For instance, SHREC [Schro¨der et al., 2009], one
of the more efficient error correction methods, could barely handle a typical run generated
by the more recent Illumina Genome Analyzer II platform (refer to section 2.4). Efficient
algorithms that require moderate memory usage and tolerable run-time are needed.
2. To identify errors in reads that corresponding to repetitive regions of the reference se-
quence. A simplified version of this problem is to distinguish sequencing errors from
biological polymorphisms.
3. To define a set of proper validation measures. Existing methods tend to validate error
correction results by showing an improvement of assembly or SNP detection results post-
correction over pre-correction [Kelley et al., 2010, Schro¨der et al., 2009]. Although a good
error correction result can lead to an improvement over assembly or SNP detection, the
vice versa, it is not necessarily true.
4. To detect and correct insertion or deletion errors.
In addition, developing quantitative methods and models to estimate errors for the vari-
ous sequencing platforms is another challenging problem, which can improve the accuracy in
identifying and correcting sequencing errors for different read types.
To address these problems, we proposed an error correction method, Reptile (Chapter 2),
for genomes with low content of repeats and a repeat-aware error detection and correction
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method, Redeem (Chapter 3).
1.3 Environmental Sample Classification and Clustering
Metagenomics is the study of genetic material sampled directly from environments. Typi-
cally, organisms in these samples are not easily separated, cultivated, and sequenced individ-
ually. Studies of metagenomics can lead to the discovery of new species [Venter et al., 2004,
Poinar et al., 2006], increase our understanding of micro-organism communities, and facilitate
in resolving environmental problems such as pollution.
One important problem in metagenomics is to profile the organism diversity in an environ-
mental sample, by discovering 16S ribosome RNA (rRNA) genes (around 1500bp) of different
organisms. This involves comparing the sequenced pool of 16S rRNA fragments from the sam-
ple with known databases [Liu et al., 2008, DeSantis et al., 2006a,b, Diaz et al., 2009, Huang
et al., 2010, Huson et al., 2007, McHardy et al., 2007, Meyer et al., 2008, Wang et al., 2007].
However, many identified 16S rRNA sequences do not belong to any cultured species, indicat-
ing numerous new organisms in these samples [Blow, 2008, Meyer et al., 2008, TM]. In earlier
studies, sequences of these metagenomes are sampled using the traditional shotgun sequencing,
such as the pilot project of Sargasso Sea sampling [Venter et al., 2004]. Cloning biases and
high cost of Shotgun sequencing prevent the discovery of species that are hard to be cultured
and species with low percentage of presence in the sample. This limitation has been partly
overcome by next-generation sequencing techniques [Edwards et al., 2006]. Among these tech-
niques, 454 pyrosequencing has been more widely adopted than other types such as Illumina
sequencing, because 454 reads are relatively longer using which a better separation of reads
associated with different species can be achieved [Liu et al., 2008]. In addition, single molecule
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sequencing technologies (so called next-next or third generation sequencing) that may produce
over a few thousand kb reads can play a more important role in microbiome projects [Blow,
2008].
Motivated by the above problem, many methods have been developed to classify (via
comparison with known databases for taxonomy assignment) or cluster metagenomic data.
NAST [DeSantis et al., 2006a] provides a taxonomy assignment for each of the 77,363 16S rRNA
reads in the NCBI database by comparing them with 16S rRNA reference sequences in RDP
database [Cole et al., 2009]. The work flow of NAST consists of pre- and post-processing. Pre-
processing includes three steps: 1) remove all reads with length < 300bp, 2) BLAST each read
against all references, and reject the alignment with length smaller than 300bp, and 3) exclude
any read that equally well matches more than one RDP terminal tree branch. During post-
processing, every read is aligned to the most similar reference sequence (pairwise alignment) or
alignments using a 4182-character template. The newly formed pairwise alignment is adjusted
to maintain the intactness of the reference sequence in its original alignment downloaded from
RDP. If the adjustment results in any gap with length over 10bp, then the read is excluded
from further consideration. In this way, the algorithm outputs a set of multiple sequence
alignments. For each alignment, only positions between 68 to 3689 are considered and all the
reads that have length over 600bp are clustered into one Operational Taxonomic Units (OTU),
where their pairwise similarities are measured using BLAST. Finally, taxonomy assignment for
each OTU is derived according to RDP annotations.
Cd-hit [Li and Godzik, 2006, Huang et al., 2010] is a tool developed for protein sequence
clustering. The work flow consists of the following steps: 1) Sort input sequences in the order
of decreasing length. 2) Pick the longest sequence to be the reference, then, use word-counting
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similarity metric (based on statistical analysis) to identify all similar sequences to the reference.
Together, these sequences form a cluster. 3) Remove all sequences in the cluster formed in
step 2, and repeat all three steps until sequences in the input dataset are all considered.
Cd-hit suffers from a major drawback that the clustering process is biased towards longer
sequences. This is because at a given similarity cutoff, a sequence in the input is more likely
to be clustered with a longer sequence even though it has a higher similarity with a shorter
sequence. Although the worst case performance of this method is still O(N2), where N is the
total number of sequences in the input, in practice, the worst case performance is unlikely to
happen, and in fact Cd-hit is one of the fastest clustering methods.
To partially avoid O(N2) comparisons, Cameron et al. [2007] adapted the fingerprinting
techinque widely used for webpage clustering [Broder et al., 1997]. Each read is first converted
to a set of shingles (for instance, kmers) [Broder et al., 1997], then a subset of these shingles,
termed sketches, are selected to represent this read. Reads are aligned only if they share a large
percentage of common shingles. Direct application of shingling technique can cause problems
of the same shingle being shared among too many reads due to the small alphabet size of
DNA sequences, making it computationally overwhelming. Therefore, Cameron et al. [2007]
converted each read to a set of non-overlapping kmers through a biased sampling techinque,
which however, may fail to identify all highly similar reads. The quality of the clustering could
not be evaluated unless pairwise comparisons were carried out. In addition, this approach can
only be used to cluster reads with very high similarities.
MEGAN [Huson et al., 2007, 2009] is a tool developed to use the BLAST program for
classifying input reads to NCBI taxonomic tree structure. The input reads are initially BLAST-
ed against the databases (e.g., NCBI-NR) of NCBI, where each read is assigned to the lowest
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common ancestor of the set of taxa it hit. Huson et al. [2007] demonstrated that short reads
can be used for taxonomic assignment but at the cost of under-prediction – anywhere from
10% to 90% of reads may fail to produce valid hits to known databases using BLAST. Morever,
454 reads with an average of 200bp may serve as a good tradeoff between under prediction and
the production cost.
PhyloPythia, a SVM classifier trained using known genomic sequences, was proposed
by McHardy et al. [2007]. A flexible selection of genomic signatures such as kmer compo-
sition can be used for training the SVM, which avoids the dependence on gene sequences (via
sequence assembly) for classification.
Different from PhyloPythia that trained using completely assembled genomes, Chan et al.
[2008] used a seeded growing self-organized map (GSOM) trained using sequences flanking 16S
rRNAs to classify metagenomics contigs. To avoid erroneous classification due to chimeric con-
tigs, assembled sequences with minimum length ≥ 8kb were used. Firstly, the seed sequences
(flanking regions of 16S rRNAs) of known genomes are clustered along with the unknown
sequences using GSOM algorithm. Then, all seed sequences are identified. Finally, the neigh-
boring sequences (defined by a clustering percentage parameter) of every seed node are assigned
to the same class as the seed sequence.
Like PhyloPythia, TACOA [Diaz et al., 2009] is a classification method trained using com-
pletely sequenced genomes. Every genomic sequence is converted to a vector storing the ratio
of observed oligonucleotide to its expected frequency. The query vector is then compared to
the reference using a defined distance function. The major difference between TACOA and
other existing machine learning approaches is the function used for sequence comparison. Con-
sistent with all other composition-based methods, accurate classification can be made to long
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sequences with at least a few thousand bases.
Several important issues are still remaining:
1. Clustering a large number of reads generated using next-generation sequencing techniques
is still a computationally time consuming and memory demanding problem. None of the
existing methods can be readily scaled to handle high-throughput sequencing datasets.
2. Environmental sample sequencing results in a large number of reads with unknown tax-
onomic assignment. In this scenario, read clustering rather than classification becomes
a more important task, and this issue has not been adequately addressed.
3. Evaluation of clustering and taxonomic assignment are still not well defined.
To address these issues, we propose and develop a parallel read clustering framework in
Chapter 4. Since we will be using MapReduce techniques implemented in Hadoop framework,
we will first introduce it here.
1.3.1 MapReduce Framework for Distributed Computing
Hadoop is a programming framework that supports the processing of large data sets in
a distributed computing environment. It was originally conceived based on Google’s MapRe-
duce [Dean and Ghemawat, 2008] concept. Recently, it gains popularity in communities beyond
parallel computing, such as computational biology.
What makes Hadoop popular: Hadoop versus MPI.
MPI stands for message passing interface, which is an application programming interface
that allows processes to communicate with each other. It is the main framework used for
implementing parallel algorithms. The pros and cons of both frameworks are summarized in
Table 1.2. Due to the reason that Hadoop is accessible to researchers with little expertise
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Table 1.2 A comparison between MPI and Hadoop
Framework Pros Cons
Hadoop
- hidden parallelization from users, easy to
program, good code portability
- excellent fault-tolerance (out of mem-
ory/disk space, physical failure, network
failure/congestion)
- flat scalability
- no guarantee of efficiency
- constrained application
- currently, difficult to tune sys-
tem parameters
MPI
- fully controllable dataflow, highly flexible
in programming
- highly efficient for implementing well de-
signed efficient parallel algorithms
- can implement highly efficient MapReduce
framework
- expertise knowledge required
to program, low portability of
code
- no automatic fault tolerance
in parallel computing and provide a highly fault tolerant system to process large datasets, it
is favored over MPI in many biological applications. However, very limited algorithms can
be efficiently implemented using Hadoop framework, making it more suitable for applications
requiring low intensive communications.
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS).
The traditional Network File System (NFS) is designed for allowing remote access to files
residing in other machines. These files are typically small and unique over the whole system.
HDFS, on the other hand, is specialized for allowing remote access to very large files in a
streaming fashion as compared to random access to a set of files and collect small amount of
information. Every file in HDFS is divided into physical blocks, distributed among different
nodes, termed DataNode. The metadata recording the block locations for each file is stored
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in a NameNode, which typically reside in the main memory to allow fast access. To tolerate
node failure, file blocks are duplicated in the system and there can be redundant NameNodes
to preserve metadata information.
MapReduce.
The work flow of a MapReduce task consists of the following steps: the input file is divided
into blocks in the HDFS. Each block is read individually by a RecordReader function, then
processed by a Mapper function defined by users. Next, the output from all the Mappers are
partitioned by a pre-defined function (typically a hash function) and sent to different nodes.
Data on the same node is stored in the format of <key, value> pairs. The pairs sharing the
same keys are processed collectively by a user defined reducer function and output to hard
drive, which will be processed by the next MapReduce iteration.
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CHAPTER 2. Error Correction for Low-Repetitive Genomes
In this Chapter, we present Reptile (Representative Tiling for Error Correction), a scalable
short read error correction method. We draw upon the k-spectrum approach pioneered in
earlier results, but explore multiple alternative kmer decompositions of an erroneous read and
use contextual information specified by neighboring kmers to infer appropriate corrections.
Reptile also incorporates quality score information when available. We present algorithmic
strategies to store kmer Hamming distance graphs and efficiently retrieve all graph neighbors
of a kmer as candidates for correction. We compare our results with SHREC [Schro¨der et al.,
2009], a high quality short read error correction method, and one of the more recent in a line
of continuously improving error correction protocols. In all experiments with Solexa datasets,
Reptile outperforms SHREC in percentage of errors corrected and accuracy of true base assign-
ment. Futhermore, a significant reduction in memory usage and run time makes Reptile more
applicable to larger datasets. As with most current approaches including SHREC, Reptile is
targeted to short reads with substitution errors, assuming insertion and deletion errors are
rarely produced by short read sequencing technology [Dohm et al., 2008].
2.1 Notations
Let G denote the reference genome that has been sequenced, and let R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn}
be a collection of resulting short reads. For simplicity (but without loss of generality), we
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assume each read ri has a fixed length L. The coverage of the genome by the reads is given by
Cov = nL|G| , where |G| denotes the genome length. Define the k-spectrum of a read r to be the
set rk = {r[i : i+ k− 1] | 0 ≤ i < L− k+ 1}, where r[i : j] denotes the substring from position
i to j in r. We index the positions of a string starting from 0. The k-spectrum of R is given
by Rk =
⋃n
i=1 r
k
i .
Let α and β be two strings such that α[(|α| − l) : (|α| − 1)] = β[0 : (l − 1)] for some
0 ≤ l < min(|α|, |β|). We define the l-concatenation of α and β, denoted α||l β, to be the string
γ of length |α|+ |β| − l such that γ[0 : (|α| − 1)] = α and γ[(|γ| − |β|) : (|γ| − 1)] = β.
The Hamming distance between two strings α1 and α2 for |α1| = |α2|, denoted hd(α1, α2),
is the number of positions at which they differ. For a kmer αi ∈ Rk, define its d-neighborhood
Ndi = {αj ∈ Rk | hd(αi, αj) ≤ d}. Its complete d-neighborhood Ndci = {αj | hd(αi, αj) ≤ d}
contains all kmers within Hamming distance d, whether or not they occur in Rk.
2.2 Preliminaries
The success of any error correction method relies on an adequate coverage of the target
genome. If we know the genomic location of every read, we could layout all reads that contain
a specific genomic position into a multiple alignment (Fig. 2.1) and correct all erroneous bases
to the consensus base under the reasonable assumption that errors are infrequent and inde-
pendent. For instance, base T in r3 would be considered a sequencing error to be corrected to
the consensus base A.
The main idea underlying Reptile is to create approximate multiple alignments, with the
possibility of substitutions, in the absence of location information. Multiple alignments with
substitutions could be created by considering all reads with pairwise Hamming distance less
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Figure 2.1 G is the target genome, shown as a bold line; ri’s (0 ≤ i ≤ 8)
represent reads, shown as thin lines; αj (0 ≤ j ≤ 8), α′2 and
α′′2 are kmer instances in the reads, shown as rectangles. Every
read is drawn aligned to its origin of sequencing position on the
target genome. The bases at two positions in the kmers α2, α
′
2,
and α′′2 are shown. All other positions in these kmers match
across all three variants.
than some threshold, but such alignments are already hard [Manthey and Reischuk, 2005] and
even in high coverage situations, the occurrence of many exactly coincident reads, e.g. r0 and
r1 in Fig. 2.1, are rare. We therefore resort to alignments on subreads, the substrings of a read.
Storing R, let alone all its subreads, could be memory intensive, not to mention the memory
required to store information required for error correction. Inspired by the idea for bounding
memory usage with de Bruijn graphs in short read assembly, we work with kmer subreads of
input data, where the memory of storing the k-spectrum Rk is bounded by O(min(4k, n(L −
k + 1))). Typically, k is chosen so that the expected number of occurrences of any kmer in
the genome should be no more than one, i.e., 4k > |G|. Therefore, choosing 10 ≤ k ≤ 16 is
sufficient for microbial or human genomes, in which case the k-spectrum would fit within 4GB
RAM regardless of input size.
Focusing on reasonably short kmers has several advantages. First, we expect an adequate
number of kmers to align to the same position along the genome even with relatively low
coverage (e.g. 40x). High local coverage is needed to identify erroneous bases. For instance,
in Fig. 2.1, there exist five subreads, four copies of α2 and one copy of α
′
2, aligning to the
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same starting position in the genome, but this number reduces to three for the longer subread
α2||0 α3. Second, it is less compute-intensive to identify Ndi when k is small, since there are
fewer ways to select d out of k positions. Last, sequencing errors in kmers are much less
frequent compared to full length reads, so d need not be large.
Nevertheless, relying solely on short kmers can easily lead to ambiguities when resolving
erroneous bases. For instance, in Fig. 2.1, without knowing the alignment, it is unclear if α′2
should be corrected to α2 or α
′′
2, since both hd(α
′
2, α2) = hd(α
′
2, α
′′
2) = 1 and α2 and α
′′
2 have a
similar higher frequency. However, the contexual information of α′2 available from read r3 (in
this case, α1) uniquely identifies α2 as the right correction. We seek a way to use contextual
information to help resolve errors without increasing k and lowering local coverage.
Contextual information is provided by noting which kmers coexist in observed reads. For
instance, α1 ||0 α2 exists in r0, r1 or r4, and α5 ||.5k α6 exists in r5 in Fig. 2.1. The following
definitions formalize the notion of contextual information.
Definition 2.1 t = α1 ||l α2 (0 ≤ l < k) is a tile of read r if t is a substring of r, and
|α1| = |α2| = k.
Definition 2.2 t′ = α′ ||l β′ is a d-mutant tile of t = α ||l β if hd(α, α′) ≤ d and hd(β, β′) ≤ d.
Definition 2.3 Tr = (t1, t2, . . . , tm) is a tiling of read r if r = t1 ||l1 t2 . . . ||lm−1 tm such that
1) ti (1 ≤ i ≤ m) is a tile of r, and 2) li ≥ 1 (1 ≤ i < m).
Note that if ti is specified as r[j : j
′], then the overlaps between consecutive tiles can be
inferred; i.e., li’s can be derived from ti’s. Multiple tilings exist for any read. For example,
both ((α7 ||.5k α4), (α5 ||.5k α6)) and ((α7 ||0 α8), (α8 ||0 α6)) are tilings of r5. We also extend
the concept of d-mutant tiles to tilings. For instance, we can think of ((α1 ||0 α′2), (α′2 ||0 α3))
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as a 1-mutant tiling of Tr0 = ((α1 ||0 α2), (α2 ||0 α3)). Similarly, ((α1 ||0 α′′2)(α′′2 ||0 α3)) is a
2-mutant tiling of Tr0 . Formally,
Definition 2.4 A d-mutant tiling of Tr = (t1, t2, . . . tm) of read r is a sequence of tiles
(t′1, t′2, . . . t′m) such that 1) |ti| = |t′i| and |ti ||li ti+1| = |t′i ||li t′i+1|, where li is implicitly deter-
mined by r for 1 ≤ i < m, and 2) t′i is a d-mutant tile of ti for 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
If read r contains errors and Tr is a tiling of r, then we expect to find a tiling Ts of the true
read s as one of the d-mutant tilings of Tr, where constituent tiles of Ts have higher coverage
than those of Tr. However, in some cases, Ts will not be found among the d-mutant tilings.
2.3 The Algorithm
For ease of presentation, we assume R can fit in main memory (this requirement will
be relaxed later). The algorithm consists of two major phases. We first provide a brief
overview, and subsequently describe the algorithm in more detail and analyze its time and
space complexity.
1. Information extraction.
(a) Derive the k-spectrum Rk of R.
(b) Derive Hamming graph GH = (VH , EH), where vi ∈ VH represents αi ∈ Rk and
∃ eij = (vi, vj) ∈ EH ⇐⇒ hd(vi, vj) ≤ d, for a given threshold d.
(c) Compute tile occurrences.
2. Individual read error correction.
(a) Place an initial tile t at the beginning of the read.
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(b) Identify d-mutant tiles of t.
(c) Correct errors in t as applicable.
(d) Adjust tile t placement and go to step 2b, until tile placement choices are exhausted.
Given a read r ∈ R, any of its constituent kmers α is a vertex v in the Hamming graph. The
d-neighborhood of α is accessible via the edges incident to v. Hence, if α contains at most d
substitution sequencing errors, the kmer it should be corrected to exists in its d-neighborhood.
By building local, approximate alignments of tilings constructed from d-neighborhoods, our
strategy identifies a tiling of the true read as a high frequency tiling.
Phase 1: Information Extraction
Constructing Rk involves one linear scan of each read in R. This takes O(nL) time. We
maintain Rk in sorted order using O(|Rk| log |Rk|) time. The space requirement for Rk is given
by |Rk| = O(min(4k, n(L−k+1)). Any non-ACGT characters (due to difficulty in base calling)
are initially converted to A, which will be validated or corrected later by the algorithm.
During error correction, it is important to have fast access to the d-neighborhood of any
kmer, ideally in constant time per neighboring kmer. One could do so by storing the entire
Hamming graph GH , but it would require large amount of memory. If we assume G as a
random string, and errors accumulate independently with probability pe, then the probability
that a node is linked to another is pk =
∑d
e=1
(
k
e
)
[0.25k−e0.75e + (1− pe)k−epee], including the
chance that another random kmer in the genome is within d Hamming distance of the current
kmer and the chance that the current kmer contains up to d errors. Thus, the expected memory
usage is O
((|Rk|
2
)
pk
)
.
Alternatively, we could recover all edges associated with a given kmer αi by checking
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whether each kmer in its complete neighborhood, αj ∈ Ndci, exists in Rk. If αj ∈ Rk, then
there is an edge between vi and vj in the Hamming graph. This takes O(log |Rk|) time using
binary search. There are
(
k
d
)
4d possible candidate mutant kmers for each αi ∈ Rk, so it takes
O
((
k
d
)
4d|Rk| log |Rk|
)
time to identify all edges.
To reduce the average time for inferring Ndi of αi, we replicate R
k in memory and sort each
replicate on a different subset of positions in the kmer string, using the following strategy:
a. Store indices 0 to k − 1 in a vector A.
b. Divide A evenly into c (d < c ≤ k) chunks, each of size bk/cc or dk/ce.
c. For every choice of
(
c
d
)
chunks, sort Rk by masking the indices from selected chunks and
store the sorted results separately.
To identify Ndi of αi, we query αi against each sorted k-spectrum R
k
j (0 ≤ j <
(
c
d
)
) by
binary search considering only indices used for sorting Rkj . All kmers that belong to the d-
neighborhood of αi are adjacent to αi in at least one R
k
j . If sequencing errors accumulate inde-
pendently, then the expected number of elements of Ndi found in every R
k
j is h = |Rk|/4k−ddk/ce.
Hence, we need approximately
(
c
d
)
h|Rk| log |Rk| expected time to recover all edges of the Ham-
ming graph, i.e., O(|Rk| log |Rk|) time assuming both (cd) and h are constants. Typically,
|Rk| << 4k, therefore, choosing a larger c value will use more memory, but less expected run
time. As an example, in a real E. coli dataset with 160x coverage, storing 13 copies of Rk re-
quired only ∼ 560MB memory, but the average number of hits per 13mer in each 13-spectrum
was less than one. Therefore, identifying each element of N1 for a 13mer took constant time
on average.
The above method provides an exact solution for identifying all edges in the Hamming
graph. Alternatively, a simpler recursive approximation derives Nd by inferring N1 for every
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element in Nd−1. This stategy might be more biologically meaningful [Qu et al., 2009], but is
only an approximation since an edge between two vertices vi and vj could be recovered only
if there exists a path connecting them such that adjacent vertices represent kmers that differ
by exactly one position. In this case, choosing a smaller k, using a larger dataset, or having a
higher sequencing error rate all improve the chance to identify all edges.
Tiles are l-concatenations of consecutive or overlapping kmers found in reads. Here, we use
one fixed value of l but several different values of l can be used to consider tiles with different
lengths. We compute the multiplicities of tiles by a linear scan of every read to record all tiles,
followed by a sort of the collected tiles and one linear scan of the sorted list. This process takes
O(|R2k−l| log |R2k−l|) time, where |R2k−l| = O(min(42k−l, n(L− 2k + l + 1))). Meanwhile, we
record the number of occurrences of each tile, where every position has a quality score exceeding
some threshold Qc. Typically, a quality score is associated with every base of a short read.
The score indicates the probability pe that the corresponding base is sequenced incorrectly.
For instance, Illumina GenomeAnalyzer encodes the quality score as Q = −10 log10(pe/1−pe).
A higher score indicates a more reliable base call.
To deal with the double strandedness of the target genome, we consider both the forward
and reverse complementary strands of every read. Edge identification in the Hamming graph
takes twice the time, but no additional memory is needed since Rk is already generated using
both strands.
Phase 2: Error Correction
We use the contextual information in read r to identify sequencing errors through the
process of choosing a tiling Tr and comparing it with its d-mutant tilings. In particular, if
r contains x errors, and we choose any tiling Tr, then an error free tiling Ts belongs to the
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collection of d-mutant tilings of Tr if d ≥ x. Under the standard assumption of uniform
coverage, the tiles of Ts should be substantially more abundant than at least some of the tiles
of Tr with errors. After Ts is identified, the true read s can be readily inferred from Ts.
In practice, x could be large, and sequencing errors tend to cluster towards the 3′ end of a
read. Since we prefer d to be small to limit memory usage, run time and false error detection,
it is entirely possible that Ts is not one of the d-mutant tilings of Tr. On the other hand, an
alternate tiling Γr of r may lower the maximum number of mutations per kmer to below d such
that Γs with high frequency tilings is one of the d-mutant tilings of Γr. In the case that there
is no such tiling Γr, we examine a subset of constituent tiles in Γr. If a high coverage path of
these selected tiles is present, the tiles are corrected. With some errors removed, a tiling may
now exist that contains the true read among its d-mutant tilings.
These observations are sufficient to motivate the following procedure for identifying and
correcting read errors. Place a tile t on r and attempt to correct t via comparisons with its
d-mutant tiles (tile correction). If t is validated or corrected, move to the next tile in the
standard tiling and repeat. If t cannot be corrected or validated, look for an alternative tiling,
presumably one that avoids clusters of more than d errors that are thwarting attempts to find
error-free tiles within the d neighborhoods. We first describe tile correction in Algorithm 3,
then the overall procedure for read correction in Algorithm 2.
Tile Correction. For each tile in R, we have recorded its multiplicity Oc in R and the
number Og of those instances where the quality score of every base exceeds Qc. If a short read
dataset comes with unreliable or missing quality score information, we set Og = Oc. Otherwise,
Og is a better estimate of the number of error-free occurrences of each tile.
The tile correction procedure is given in Algorithm 3. A decision to correct tile t is based
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1: if Og(t) ≥ Cg then
2: t is valid; return.
3: end if
4: if t has no d-mutant tiles t′ then
5: if Og(t) ≥ Cm then
6: t is valid; return.
7: end if
8: return due to insufficient evidence.
9: end if
10: if Og(t) ≥ Cm then
11: Select d-mutant tiles T = {t′ | Og(t′)Og(t) ≥ Cr}.
12: If T = ∅, t is valid; return.
13: For every t′ ∈ T , record those positions differed from t and corresponding quality
scores.
14: Correct t to t′ and return if 1) hd(t, t′) ≤ hd(t, t′′) for all t′′ ∈ T . 2) at least one of the
corrected bases has quality score less than Qm in t.
15: If t′ is not unique, return due to insufficient evidence (ambiguities).
16: else
17: if t has only one d-mutant tile t′ s.t. Og(t′) ≥ Cm then
18: Correct t to t′; return.
19: else
20: return due to insufficient evidence.
21: end if
22: end if
Algorithm 1: Tile t Error Correction.
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on a comparison of the high quality occurrence counts Og of t compared to its d-mutant tiles.
As a rule of thumb, there must be compelling evidence before a correction is made. Any
tile is automatically validated if its occurrence count exceeds an upper threshold Cg (lines
1–2). A low occurrence tile with no d-mutant tiles is validated only if it occurs more than a
low threshold Cm times (lines 4–6). When there exist d-mutant tiles of t with much higher
frequencies (at least Cr times, Cr > 1) than t and which differ at low quality bases (< Qm)
in t, it is likely that t contains error(s) and the true tile is one of its d-mutant tiles. In such
cases, a correction is possible only if there is a unique d-mutant tile with the closest Hamming
distance, including a mutation at a low quality base in t (line 14). We will replace t with this
tile. Otherwise, we choose not to modify t to avoid false corrections. Similar reasoning applies
to t with very low multiplicity (lines 17–18). Since there exist a constant number of d-mutant
tiles of t, and correcting t requires comparison of every base between t and t′ ∈ T , Algorithm 3
takes constant time.
Read Correction. The overall procedure for correcting a read is given in Algorithm 2. In
line 1, an initial tile is chosen and d1 and d2, two parameters specifying the maximum Hamming
distance allowed in the two constituent kmers while identifying mutant tiles, are initialized to
d. The algorithm terminates when no more plausible tiles can be identified. Within the while
loop, d-mutant tiles are identified for the current tile (line 3), which is validated or corrected
using Algorithm 3 (line 4). The new placement of tile tnext is chosen according to which of
the three decisions is made by Algorithm 3 (line 4). Repeated placement of tnext according to
decisions, [D1] through [D3] (lines 6–8), gradually forms a validated or corrected tiling of read
r, although some reads may never be fully validated.
To better understand how the rules in lines 6–8 choose a tiling, we illustrate with an example
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1: Initialize: t← t0, where t0 is a prefix of r; d1, d2 ← d.
2: while t 6= ∅ do
3: Identify d-mutant tiles of t = α1 ||l α2 as the set
{t′ = α′1 ||l α′2 | (α′1, α′2) ∈ Nd11 ×Nd22 }.
4: Correct t (Algorithm 3).
5: Based on the decisions made on t in the former step, tile tnext of r will be chosen
according to [D1]–[D3] as follows. If there is insufficient space to place a tile towards
the end of a read r, tnext will be chosen as the suffix of r.
6: [D1] t is valid: select tnext such that the suffix-prefix overlap between t and tnext equals
α2; d1 ← 0.
7: [D2] t was corrected to t′ = α′1 ||l α′2 and t is replaced with t′ in r: select tnext such that
the suffix-prefix overlap between t′ and tnext equals α′2; d1 ← 0.
8: [D3] Insufficient evidence to correct t: set tnext to be one of the following. Let r[i1 : i2]
be a maximal validated or corrected region of r that overlaps with the 5′ region of t,
where i2 − i1 + 1 ≥ |t|, and r[i2 + 1 : i3] be a maximal uncorrected region from previous
iterations due to insufficient evidence.
a. If r[i2 + 1 : i3] = ∅, then tnext ← r[i2 − |t|+ 2, i2 + 1] and d1 ← 1.
b. If r[i2 + 1 : i3] 6= ∅, then tnext ← r[i3 + 1, i3 + |t|].
Similarly, if r[i1 : i2] overlaps with 3
′ end of t and r[i3 : i1− 1] is a maximal uncorrected
region from previous iterations, then if r[i3 : i1 − 1] = ∅, set
tnext ← r[i1 − 1 : |t|+ i1 − 2] and d2 ← 1.
In above cases, tnext is valid only if it was not assigned with the same value in previous
iterations (unless tnext became the suffix of r). If such a choice does not exist, tnext ← ∅.
9: t← tnext.
10: end while
Algorithm 2: Read Error Correction.
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Figure 2.2 An illustration of choosing a tiling of a read for d = 1. A read
is represented on top by a concatenation of rectangles, where
each rectangle denotes a kmer. Each tile is represented by a
concatenation of two adjacent arrows, which denote its kmer
composition. For simplicity of illustration, we choose the read
length to be divisible by k and each tile is a 0-concatenation of
two adjacent kmers. X’s denote sequencing errors. Each bold
arrow, ai (1 ≤ i ≤ 4), denotes tile with insufficient evidence for
correction. The placement of an alternative tile is indicated by
a dotted arrow.
in Fig. 2.2 for d = 1. An initial tile t0 is chosen as shown. Since there exists one error in each
of the constituent kmers, t0 can be corrected. Tile t1 is chosen as the next tile according to
[D2], but two sequencing errors within the second kmer of t1 lead to an inconclusive decision.
Hence, t1 is not selected in the tiling and an alternative tile τ1 is chosen according to [D3(a)].
The algorithm iterates and if tiles can be validated or corrected at every stage, we are able to
complete a tiling moving from 5′ to 3′ along the read. Unfortunately, non-uniform coverage and
the existence of more than one reasonable d-mutant tile can lead to an inconclusive decision in
algorithm 3 regardless of tiling choice. In Fig. 2.2, the 5′ to 3′ tiling encounters an inconclusive
dead-end at arrow a3. To move past dead-end tiles, a non-overlapping tile τ2 is chosen by
[D3(b)]. A small unvalidated gap is left in the middle of the 5′ to 3′ tiling of this read. The
example shows only the tiling from 5′ to 3′. The same strategy is applied in the 3′ to 5′
direction.
We briefly analyze the run time of Algorithm 2. Tiles are sorted, so tile information is
accessed in O(log (nL)) time. Therefore, line 3 requires O(log (nL)) time. Once some tiles
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have been corrected, the search space for new d-mutant tiles shrinks when d1 or d2 is set to 0
in line 5. The maximum number of non-overlapping tiles in a tiling is the constant L/|t|. Hence
the time spent in correcting each read is O(log (nL)), and the overall run time of Algorithm 2
is O(nL log (nL)).
Choosing Parameters. Although analytical calculations like those adopted in existing
methods can be used to choose parameters of Algorithm 3, we choose their values based on
the input data to help avoid the unrealistic assumptions of uniformly distributed read errors
and uniform genome coverage. Given short read data R, we examine the empirical distribution
of quality scores and choose threshold Qc such that a given percentage (e.g., 15% to 20%) of
bases have quality score value below Qc. This value could be adjusted to consider the error
rates of the particular next generation sequencing equipment in use. Given Qc and counts of
high quality tile ocurrences, we choose Cg so that only a small percentage (e.g., 1% to 3%) of
tiles have high quality multiplicity greater than Cg. Cm is chosen so that a larger percentage
(e.g., 4% to 6%) of tiles occur more than Cm times in R. As Cm value decreases, more errors
are corrected at the cost of an increased risk of false error correction. The specific values
chosen depend on the histogram of tile occurrences. By default, we set Cr = 2 such that a low
frequency tile could only be corrected to a tile with at least twice the frequency. Increasing Cr
improves the confidence in error correction. Finally, we choose k = dlog4 |G|e when an estimate
of the length of the genome is available, otherwise, a number between 10 to 16 should work.
Tile size is approximately 2k, so kmer overlap is 0 to a few bases. The maximum Hamming
distance d is set to one by default. But when k is chosen to be relatively large (e.g., 14 to
16), increasing d allows us to identify more sequencing errors but incurs a longer run time and
increases the risk of false error prediction.
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Overall Complexity
Combining the analysis for each step, the overall run time is O(nL log (nL)) and the space
usage is O(|Rk|+ |R|t||).
When the collection of input short reads R does not fit in main memory, we propose a divide
and merge strategy where R is partitioned into chunks small enough to occupy just a portion
of main memory. For each chunk, we stream through each read and record the k-spectrum and
tile information, merging it with the data from previous chunks. Reads need not be stored in
memory after they have been processed. A similar strategy is applied for error correction: R
is reloaded into memory in chunks, tilings and d-mutant tilings are inferred for each read, and
errors are corrected as warranted.
2.4 Results
We evaluated Reptile on several Illumina/Solexa datasets and compared the results with
SHREC [Schro¨der et al., 2009] version 2.0, a recent high quality short read error correction
method that is itself shown to give superior results over prior k-spectrum approaches. We omit-
ted evaluation on simulated data because simulations with random errors or synthetic genomes
do not accurately reflect actual short read sequencing errors [Dohm et al., 2008], and could
even be misleading. Our test datasets are Illumina generated short reads of well-characterized,
Sanger assembled bacterial genomes. Knowledge of the genomes is needed for determining
the accuracy of the error correction methods. The six experimental datasets, downloaded
from the sequence read archive at NCBI, are listed in Table 2.1. Datasets D1 (Accession
Number: SRX000429), D2 (SRR001665 1), D5 (SRR022918 1) and D6 (SRR034509 1) are
Illumina reads from the E. coli str. K-12 substr (NC 000913) genome (∼ 4.64 Mbp); datasets
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Table 2.1 Experimental Datasets
Data Genome Read Number Discarded Cov. Error
Length of Reads Reads rate
D1 E. coli 36bp 20.8M 107.7K 160x 0.6%
D2 E. coli 36bp 10.4M 48.3K 80x 0.6%
D3 A. sp. 36bp 17.7M 456K 173x 1.5%
D4 A. sp. 36bp 4.0M 0 40x 1.5%
D5 E. coli 47bp 7.0M 32.7K 71x 3.3%
D6 E. coli 101bp 8.9M 1.44M 193x 2.2%
Error rate is estimated by mapping the reads to the corresponding genome using RMAP, and
finding mismatches based on uniquely mapped reads.
D3 (SRR006332) and D4 are Illumina reads from the Acinetobacter sp. ADP1 (NC 005966)
genome (∼ 3.6 Mbp). The first four datasets are generated by Solexa 1G Genome Analyzer,
where each read has the same length 36bp. The latter two datasets are generated using the
more recent Illumina Genome Analyzer II, with read lengths of 47bp in D5 and 101bp in D6.
D1 has high coverage and low error rate. D2 has typical coverage and low error rate. D3 has
high coverage and high error rate. D4 is derived from D3 by randomly selecting short reads
amounting to 40x coverage. This is done for evaluating performance on a low coverage, high
error rate dataset. Both D5 and D6 have higher error rates. In addition, over 13.9% of the
reads in D6 contain ambiguous nucleotides, denoted by character N. Since SHREC cannot pro-
cess non-ACGT characters, we eliminated all reads with ambiguous bases, even though Reptile
has no such limitation. The number of discarded reads is indicated in column 5, Table 2.1.
Similar to Schro¨der et al. [2009], we evaluated error correction results with the aid of
RMAP (v2.05) [Smith et al., 2008], which maps short reads to a known genome by minimizing
mismatches. We allowed up to five mismatches per read in the first four datasets and allowed
up to ten mismatches (default value of RMAP) in D5 and fifteen mismatches in D6 since the
reads are longer in the latter two datasets. Reads that could not be mapped to the genome,
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Table 2.2 Results of mapping each dataset to the corresponding genome
using RMAP.
Data Allowed Number Uniquely Ambiguously
mismatches of reads* mapped reads mapped reads
D1 5 20,708,709 96.5% 2.5%
D2 5 10,359,952 96.7% 2.5%
D3 5 17,675,271 79.9% 1.5%
D4 5 4,000,000 84.1% 1.6%
D5 10 7,049,153 62.5% 1.5%
D6 10 8,874,761 63.5% 1.2%
15 68.8% 1.4%
*Number of reads containing no ambiguous bases.
or that map to multiple locations, are discarded. The mismatches between uniquely mapped
reads and the genome are considered read errors. Quality of the datasets varied as shown
in Table 2.2, with the percentage of reads that are uniquely mapped ranging from 62.5% to
96.7%. The large percentage of un-mappable reads, the higher error rates as well as the large
percentage of reads with ambiguous bases indicate that D5 and D6 have lower quality than
D1 to D4.
Since the goal of error correction is to identify and correct each erroneous nucleotide, we
assess the quality of error correction at the base level. A True Positive (TP) is any erroneous
base that is changed to the true base, a False Positive (FP) is any true base changed wrongly, a
True Negative (TN) is any true base left unchanged, and a False Negative (FN) is any erroneous
base left unchanged. Then Sensitivity = TP / (TP + FN) and Specificity = TN / (TN + FP).
Note that these definitions are different from those used by Schro¨der et al. [2009], which target
read level error detection (whether a read is flagged as containing an error or not). This is
a less stringent measure because any read containing errors was classified as TP provided at
least one of its errors was detected and irrespective of whether they were accurately corrected
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or not.
We propose two additional measures for assessing the quality of error correction:
− Erroneous Base Assignment (EBA): Let ne denote the number of erroneous bases that
are correctly identified but changed to a wrong base. Then, EBA = ne/(TP +ne) reflects
how well we are able to correct an erroneous base to the true base after a sequencing error
has been identified. A lower value of EBA indicates a more accurate base assignment.
− Gain: (TP - FP) / (TP + FN). This measures the percentage of errors effectively removed
from the dataset, which is equivalent to the number of errors before correction minus
the number of errors after correction divided by the number of errors before correction.
Clearly, Gain should approach one for the best methods, but may be negative for methods
that actually introduce more errors than they correct.
We regard these measures as important because they penalize failing to detect an erroneous
base, correctly detecting an erroneous base but wrongly correcting it, and characterizing a
correct base to be an erroneous base. In particular, we strongly advocate the Gain measure as
it captures data quality post error correction compared to the quality prior to the correction.
The results of running Reptile and SHREC on the six datasets are summarized in Table 2.3.
Due to the larger memory usage of the SHREC program, we were not able to obtain results
for D3, D5 and D6. In all other cases, Reptile had higher Gain and lower EBA than SHREC.
With other parameters fixed in Reptile, we varied maximum d value used for inferring Hamming
graph in D1 and D2. As expected, the run time significantly increased as d increased, since
the size of d-neighborhood for each kmer increased. Also, we see an increase in both TP and
FP and four to five times higher EBA, indicating that when we increase the search space, we
run the risk of false error detection and correction but increase the chance to identifying more
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errors.
An inherent difficulty in using any method is the challenge of choosing optimal parameters.
The results reported in Table 2.3 are obtained when using the parameter choices suggested in
the Methods section. To show that even better performance is possible, we applied a series
of parameter choices to dataset D3 (Fig. 2.3). Gain improved from 63% with the default
parameters to as high as 72%. We chose to report on Reptile using the default parameters for
all cases in Table 2.3 because it is unfair to choose optimal parameters for each individual case
based on our knowledge of the genome, which would generally not be known. Similarly, we
used the default parameter settings for SHREC. Using a different combination of parameters
may vary the results of both SHREC and Reptile. In this chapter, we have presented a method
to select parameters for Reptile based on known quantities such as kmer frequency and quality
score histograms. A similar guidance is needed for the SHREC program and is beyond the
scope of the paper. Note that we do not take into account improved results that can only be
obtained by the knowledge of the genome (see Fig. 2.3). One can observe that our method of
parameter estimation based on statistics from the dataset is performing better than analytical
calculations based on the assumptions of uniform error distribution and uniform coverage of
genome by reads.
In addition, we compared the run time and memory usage of SHREC and Reptile. SHREC
is a multi-threaded program while the current release of Reptile can only use a single core.
Hence, we report run times in total CPU hours. Both methods were run on a SUN Fire X2200
workstation with dual quad-core 2.3 GHz AMD Barcelona 3 processors with 8 GB RAM and
4 GB swap memory, running Debian GNU/Linux x86 64. Results in Table 2.3 show Reptile is
three to ten times faster and uses eight to eleven times less memory than SHREC. As expected,
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Figure 2.3 Gain and Sensitivity vs. Different Parameter Choices
for D3. The first 11 sample points use parameters
k = 11, d = 1, |t| = 22, and (Cm, Qc) values (14,60), (12,60),
(10,60), (10,55), (8,60), (8, 55), (8, 50), (8, 45), (7, 45), (6, 45),
(5, 45), respectively. The last sample point uses parameters
(k = 12, d = 2, |t| = 24, Cm = 8, Qc = 45).
memory usage of Reptile is associated with the length of the genome and the number of errors in
the data (compare D1 and D2), while the memory usage of SHREC increased with the number
of reads, genome length and sequencing errors. In addition, although D1 contains many more
reads (20.8M) than D3 (17.7M), the higher error rate significantly increased memory usage in
both methods.
To enable fair comparison with SHREC, the above experiments were carried out by exclud-
ing all reads containing ambiguous bases. However, Reptile does have functionality to deal with
ambiguous bases, which is useful in the following cases: 1) if a read contains few ambiguous
bases, the surrounding high quality regions provide sufficient information to infer correct bases
by referencing the k-spectrum; 2) in some datasets, neglecting reads containing ambiguous
bases leads to excessive loss of data, which further distorts uniformity of the sampling. For
instance, as much as 13.9% reads in dataset D6 contain N’s.
Reptile attempts to correct ambiguous bases in regions where their density is low. If a read
contains too many ambiguous bases, it is low quality and untrustworthy. Some reads may have
ambiguous bases clustered in some region, e.g., the 3′ region, while other parts may still be of
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good quality. It is more meaningful to try correcting ambiguous bases in the latter parts alone,
since a cluster of ambiguous nucleotides in a read makes it unlikely to pinpoint other reads
that have the same genomic co-location. Formally, Reptile attempts to correct an ambiguous
base b of read r, if in any substring r[i : i + w − 1] that contains b, there are no more than
d ambiguous bases. The ratio of d to w constrains the maximum density of ambiguous bases
allowed in attempting error correction. By default, w is set to k (to equal kmer length), while
d is set to the maximum Hamming distance allowed (see Methods section). To implement the
above idea, all ambiguous bases satisfying the density constraint are changed to one of the
bases from the set {A, C, G, T} initially (default “A”), and will be validated or corrected later
by the algorithm.
To test the accuracy of this procedure as well as study the effect of the choice of the default
base, we conducted Reptile runs on the full datasets of D2 (36bp) and D6 (101bp) by setting
the ambiguous bases to the chosen default. The results are presented in Table 2.4. The default
base used is shown under Column “N”. Accuracy is defined to be the percentage of ambiguous
bases that have been successfully corrected (again, only reads uniquely mapped by RMAP are
considered as truth is unknown otherwise). The last four columns are as defined in Table 2.3.
As can be observed from Table 2.4, 1) the accuracy of ambiguous base correction is high and
consistent with the overall EBA rate, 2) changing the default base slightly influenced the results
due to the resulting differences in k-spectrum composition, and 3) the sensitivity and Gain
values are slightly lower than reported in Table 2.3, mainly because the ambiguous bases that
were left uncorrected by Reptile could sometimes be uniquely mapped to the reference genome
using RMAP, hence increasing the FN value.
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Table 2.4 Quality of ambiguous base correction using Reptile
Data N Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Gain EBA
D2 A 99.98% 66.4% 100% 63.7% 0.01%
C 100% 66.4% 100% 63.8% 0.01%
G 100% 66.4% 100% 63.7% 0.01%
T 100% 66.3% 100% 63.7% 0.01%
D6 A 99.99% 85.1% 99.8% 78.5% 0.01%
C 99.99% 85.2% 99.8% 78.4% 0.009%
G 100% 85.3% 99.8% 78.5% 0.01%
T 99.99% 85.3% 99.8% 78.5% 0.009%
2.5 Discussions
The proposed error correction algorithm is conservative because it avoids changing bases
unless there is a compelling under-representation of a tile compared to its d-mutant tiles. Actual
errors in read r cannot be corrected if r occurs in a very low coverage region of the genome
or there exist multiple candidate d-mutant tiles, probably because of genome repetition. On
the other hand, a tile may be miscorrected if it contains a minor variant of a highly repetitive
element in the genome or it traverses a low coverage region that is similar to other regions with
normal coverage. Our method is not unique in being challenged by nonuniform coverage on
repetitive genomes. Error correction for highly repetitive genomes is essential for successfully
assembling larger eukaryotic genomes but none of the existing methods successfully addresses
this problem, including Reptile.
Short read mapping provides a reasonable method to evaluate error correction methods
in well assembled, low repetition genomes. Nevertheless, it is not possible to unambiguously
determine all errors. There are natural polymorphisms among bacterial lines, and some pre-
sumed polymorphisms may be unrecognized assembly errors. Furthermore, the mapping soft-
ware chooses among alternative mappings by invoking parsimony, but there is some chance
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that the true number of errors is less than the minimum. Lastly, mapping software cannot
map reads that contain more than a constant number of substitutions, typically just two, with
full sensitivity, although we considered five here and tested as many as fifteen with similar
results. Despite these limitations, we believe that most errors are correctly identified, and this
approach can provide a fair comparison of error correction methods.
We and others [Smith et al., 2008] have found that sequence quality scores provide valuable
information. Our use of quality scores probably helped us account for the error patterns in next
generation sequencing data [Dohm et al., 2008] without explicitly modeling them. However,
it has been observed [Dohm et al., 2008] that high quality scores may be too optimistic and
low quality scores too pessimistic in estimating sequencing errors in Solexa data. Since quality
scores may not be precise measures of misread probabilities, the current version of Reptile
uses quality score information in a very simple manner, but can be modified to make more
sophisticated use of quality scores if warranted. Finally, although quality scores are needed
to run Reptile, it can be run effectively without scores by setting all quality scores and the
threshold Qc to the same value.
2.6 Our Contributions
We developed a novel approach, termed Reptile, for error correction in reads generated
using next generation sequencing techniques. Reptile is applicable to datasets where insertion
and deletion errors occur rarely. This property has been shown to be the case for Illumina
reads with length ∼36bp and ∼50bp by Dohm et al. [2008] and by our own experiments
with a set of Illumina datasets. Reptile works with the spectrum of kmers from the input
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reads, and corrects errors by simultaneously examining 1) Hamming distance based correction
possibilities for potentially erroneous kmers, and 2) neighboring kmers from the same read for
correct contextual information. By not needing to store input data, Reptile has the favorable
property that it can handle data that does not fit in main memory. In addition to sequence data,
Reptile can make use of available quality score information. Our experiments show that Reptile
outperforms previous methods in the percentage of errors removed from the data and the
accuracy in true base assignment. In addition, The time complexity of Reptile is O(N logN),
where N is the total number of input characters. In practice, a significant reduction in run
time and memory usage have been achieved compared to previous methods, making it more
practical for short read error correction when sampling larger genomes.
The proposed method is made available through the software package Reptile at “http://aluru-
sun.ece.iastate.edu/doku.php?id=reptile”.
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CHAPTER 3. Repeat-aware Sequencing Error Detection and Correction
Repeats in genomes can lead to mishandling of errors in many ways. Nearly identical re-
peats can easily be mistaken to be sequencing errors. Even when errors are rare, an erroneous
kmer may appear at a moderate frequency if it has few nucleotide differences from one or more
valid kmers that have a high frequency of occurrence in the genome. The problem of detecting
and correcting sequencing errors among reads in the presence of repeats has so far not been
adequately addressed. Nevertheless, repeats are widely prevalent, even in some viral genomes
such as N. meningitidis. Other genomes, like those of plants, are known for their high repeat
content; for instance, an estimated 65-80% of the maize genome is spanned by repeats, which
makes the assembly, mapping and error detection and correction tasks difficult. Although
packages like FreClu [Qu et al., 2009] and Recount [Wijaya et al., 2009] could be potentially
adapted to consider repeats, they are specifically designed for transcriptome data and correct
read counts rather than identify and correct erroneous bases within reads. Moreover, insuffi-
cient replication of full length reads in genomic data prevents these methods from accurately
estimating model parameters.
In this chapter, we address the problem of identifying and correcting sequencing errors in
short reads from genomes with different levels of repetition, particularly for reads produced
by the widely used Illumina Genome Analyzer platform. Similar to existing approaches, we
decompose the input reads into kmer substrings and count the number of times Yl each kmer
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xl occurs in the reads. However, instead of inferring erroneous kmers based on these observed
occurrence frequencies [Chaisson et al., 2004, Schro¨der et al., 2009], we developed a maximum
likelihood estimate of the expected number Tl of attempts to read xl, including both attempts
that resulted in error-free reads and erroneous reads. In addition, we propose a new method to
choose the threshold, which can be used to identify erroneous kmers as those xl’s for which Tl’s
are lower than the threshold. We demonstrate that using estimates of read attempts enables
more accurate detection of sequencing errors than using observed frequencies for a wide choice
of thresholds. We further develop an error correction method to transform erroneous bases
in each read to the correct ones and compare the results with SHREC [Schro¨der et al., 2009]
and Reptile [Yang et al., 2010], two of the most recent error correction methods. The results
demonstrate significant improvement in error correction capabilities for genomes with high
repeat content.
3.1 Preliminaries
The notations used in this chapter are consistent with those defined in 2.1. Each kmer xl ∈
Rk has αl occurrences in G and Yl instances observed in read set R. Define sl =
αl
|G|−k+1 , the
probability that a random k-length fragment in the genome is kmer xl. Occurrence frequency
αl, or equivalently sl, is unobserved, but of paramount interest. Indeed, if we knew sl = 0, but
observed Yl > 0, then we would know each observed instance of xl contains at least one misread
base. Under the assumption that errors are rare, it makes sense to label kmers xl with Yl < M
as errors, where M is chosen such that P (Yl < M | sl > 0) is reasonably small. Since sl is
unknown, the threshold M is set ad hoc, based on training or simulated data [Chaisson et al.,
2004], or analytical calculations [Chin et al., 2009, Schro¨der et al., 2009] assuming the genome
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to be a random sequence and errors to be distributed uniformly in the reads. In practice, these
assumptions do not hold true. Moreover, the problem of misread kmers contributing to the
observed frequencies Yl (see Fig 3.1) is exacerbated in repetitious genomes where kmers with
high genomic occurrence may result in generation of the same misread multiple times [Chaisson
et al., 2004].
We will develop a model that estimates the expected number of attempts Tl to read each
kmer xl. The threshold is then applied to each estimated Tl instead of the corresponding
observed Yl. The model we propose is similar to that of RECOUNT [Wijaya et al., 2009] used
to correct next generation short read counts. Both models derive from a method originally
meant to detect sequencing errors in SAGE libraries [Beissbarth et al., 2004]. Our model
differs from the previous models in that it works with kmers rather than full reads, since there
is insufficient replication of full length reads in genomic data (as compared to transcriptome
data). In addition, instead of assuming the misread bases to be drawn from {A, C, G, T}
with equal probability, we propose a parametric error model that can be trained from the
reads produced by the control lane (e.g. using the Illumina Genome Analyzer) in the same
experiment. This strategy has already proven to be useful in several pioneering works [Qu
et al., 2009, Weese et al., 2009]. In addition, we will show that the model is somewhat robust
to incorrect assumptions in the underlying error model. A further step is to modify erroneous
bases to their true forms in each read. This task has rarely been attempted previously for
repetitive regions. We propose a method that utilizes transition probabilities and the contexual
information of individual reads to achieve this goal. Like others, we ignore insertion and
deletion errors assuming they are rarely produced by next-generation sequencing technology,
which is true for reads from the Illumina Genome Analyzer [Dohm et al., 2008].
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AAA
CAA
TAA
AAG
AAT
AAC
AGA
CAA misread as AAAAAA misread as AAT
with probability pe(AAA,AAT ). with probability pe(CAA,AAA).
Figure 3.1 A kmer neighborhood. The neighborhood of trimer AAA is the
collection of trimers in R3 that have a nonvanishing chance of
being misread as AAA, in this case trimers with at most one
substitution.
3.2 Error Model
The simplest error model posits that sequencing errors occur independently at all sites with
constant probability pe. Let pe(xm, xl) be the probability that xm is misread as xl. This model
produces symmetric misread probabilities:
pe(xm, xl) = pe(xl, xm) = (1− pe)k−d(xl,xm)
(pe
3
)d(xl,xm)
(3.1)
where d(·, ·) denotes the Hamming distance between two kmers. It is known, however, that
short read technology produces errors with distinct patterns [Dohm et al., 2008]. As a first
approximation, we assume that errors strike sites in the kmer independently, but with varying
probabilities. For example, we observe in dataset preparation section that errors cluster in the
3′ portion of reads and, consequently, kmers. Let qi(α, β) be the probability that nucleotide α
at position i of a kmer is (mis)read as nucleotide β, with
∑
β qi(α, β) = 1. Then, the misread
probability is
pe(xm, xl) =
k∏
i=1
qi(xmi, xli).
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These misread probabilities are no longer symmetric, and can be arranged into a 4k×4k matrix
Pe, where non-zero entries in the lth row identify all possible ways to (mis)read kmer xl.
We now discuss some ways to reduce and simplify the calculations. We observe substitution
errors are relatively rare, so misread kmers generally contain far fewer than k errors. Thus,
when considering possible origins of a misread kmer, we can safely restrict our attention to
kmers within some Hamming distance dmax from the current kmer. Capping the maximum
distance between kmers at dmax induces a sparse Pe, whose entries are normalized by dividing
each row by the corresponding row sum. Finally, we ignore kmers that are not observed in the
data (i.e. Ym = 0 or, equivalently, xm /∈ Rk), so the (incomplete) neighborhood of kmer xl,
denoted by Ndmaxl , is given as {xm ∈ Rk : d(xl, xm) ≤ dmax}. Failure to include unobserved
kmers could bias estimation of αl by ignoring kmers actually present in G and capable of
contributing to Yl. However, the bias cannot be large since αm must be small, otherwise Ym
would not be zero.
After considering errors and applying the simplifications, the counts Yl follow a Multinomial
distribution
Y = (Y1, . . . , Y|Rk|) ∼ Multinomial(n(L− k + 1),p),
but unobserved kmers are ignored and the probability vector p = (p1, p2 . . . , pl . . . , p|Rk|) de-
pends on the kmer neighborhood. Specifically,
pl =
∑
xm∈Ndmaxl
smpe(xm, xl),
where s = (s1, . . . , s|Rk|) is restricted to the set of observed kmers Rk. It becomes clear that
when xl is surrounded by highly repetitious xm with large sm, then Yl may exceed threshold M
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because of high misread occurrence with probability smpe(xm, xl). Thus, when errors combine
with repeats, it is more appropriate to apply a threshold to estimates of the parameters sl
than observed Yl.
The observed log likelihood, l(s | Y ), involves a mixture over the neighborhood (Fig. 3.1)
of kmers that could be (mis)read as kmer xl,
l(s | Y ) ∝
∑
xl∈Rk
Yl ln
 ∑
xm∈Ndmaxl
smpe(xm, xl)
 .
This setup lends itself to maximum likelihood estimation via the EM algorithm [Dempster
et al., 1977]. The update equations are adapted from Beissbarth et al. [2004] using a different
error model and are given as follows:
The expectations of hidden data Ylm obtained in the E step are
E[Ylm | Y , s] = Ymslpe(xl, xm)∑
xl′∈Ndmaxm sl′pe(xl′ , xm)
The M step yields maximum likelihood estimates
sˆl =
∑
m:xm∈Ndmaxl
E[Ylm | Y , s]
n(L− k + 1)
Notice the estimated expected number of attempts to read kmer xl is Tl = sˆln(L − k + 1),
directly proportional to sˆl and sitting on the same scale as Yl. In fact, by observing the E
step is unchanged and the log likelihoood l(s | Y ) is computed up to an additive constant
when sl is replaced with Tl, we use the EM algorithm to compute Tl directly. For inference,
we apply the threshold to estimates T = (T1, . . . , T|Rk|) rather than sˆ, to more easily compare
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our method with thresholding on Y .
The algorithm is initialized by setting Tl = Yl and iterating until the log likelihood con-
verges.
3.3 Error Detection and Correction
Error detection, in practice, requires a method to choose a threshold M that minimizes the
number of wrong decisions when classifying kmers as erroneous or not. We discuss a model-free
method for estimating the threshold M in section 3.7, but no results presented in this chapter
use estimated thresholds.
To correct errors, consider each of the nucleotides in a read r. Each nucleotide appears
in at least one and up to k kmers. Suppose the nucleotide at position 1 ≤ i ≤ L of the read
appears at position 1 ≤ t ≤ k of kmer xl. The probability that the true nucleotide at position
t was b prior to possible misread is
pit(b) =
∑
xm∈Ndmaxl ,xmt=b
αmpe(xm, xl)∑
xm∈Ndmaxl
αmpe(xm, xl)
,
where estimates Tm are substituted for the unknown αm. Since multiple overlapping kmers
provide non-independent information about the base at position i, we average across available
t to obtain distribution pi(b). If argmaxbpi(b) 6= r[i], then we declare nucleotide r[i] misread
and correct it to argmaxbpi(b). To limit computations, we apply this method to reads likely
to contain at least one erroneous kmer, as identified with a liberal threshold M .
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Table 3.1 Experimental datasets.
Dataset Type Ref Genome Repeats Repeat Types C Number
genome length (length, multiplicity) of reads
D1 1(a) - 1M 20% (1000, 200) 80x 2.2M
D2 1(a) - 1M 50% (500, 400), (1500, 200) 80x 2.2M
D3 1(a) - 1M 80% (500, 400), (1500, 200) 80x 2.2M
(3000, 100)
D4 1(b) NM 2.1M - - 80x 4.8M
D5 1(b) Maize 418K - - 80x 0.92M
D6 2 E. coli 4.6M - - 160x 20.7M
‘-’ denotes the information that is not quantified; K: thousand; M: million.
3.4 Results
3.4.1 Dataset Preparation
In order to test our model, we compiled various simulated and real datasets (Table 3.1). The
datasets are classified into the following types (Table 3.1, column 2). Type 1 are simulated
Illumina reads from (a) synthetically constructed genomes embedded with various types of
non-overlapping repeats, and (b) previously sequenced genomes known to be rich in repeats.
Type 2 are actual Illumina reads from a previously sequenced genome with a low degree of
repetition.
Reference genome preparation. The reference genomes of type 1(a) were initially generated
using the nucleotide distribution of a piece of B73 maize genome (A: 28% C:23% G: 22% T:
27%). Then, repeat regions of different lengths and multiplicities (Table 3.1, column 6) derived
from the same nucleotide distribution were embedded at random locations in these reference
genomes. The reference genome N. meningitidis (NC 013016) of D4 is known to be a small,
repeat rich, viral genome. The maize genome is known to contain up to 80% repeats and only
the relatively unique regions have been fully assembled. Hence, we concatenated the first 20
contigs from Chromosome 1 of the B73 assembly, and removed all non-ACGT characters to
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form the reference genome of D5.
Short read preparation. The simulated Illumina reads (type 1) were produced by first esti-
mating an error distribution from a real Illumina short read dataset, then simulating uniformly
distributed reads of the reference genomes with these error rates. We used the RMAP soft-
ware [Smith et al., 2008] to map Illumina data (Sequence Read Archive ID: SRX000429) to
the reference genome E. coli str. K-12 allowing up to three mismatches. We were able to
map 98.5% of reads; this percent is increased to 99.1% by allowing up to ten mismatches.
However, allowing more mismatches increases the chance of a mismapped read since reads
are only 36bp, and typically, mapping software can work at full sensitivity for up to two mis-
matches. Unmapped reads were discarded, and all remaining reads were assumed correctly
mapped. By comparing the mapped reads to the reference genome, we estimated L 4× 4 mis-
read probability matrices M = (M1,M2, . . . ,ML), where L is the read length and each entry
(α, β) (α, β ∈ {A,C,G, T}) in misread probability matrix Mi (1 ≤ i ≤ L) is the probability
a nucleotide α on the reference genome is (mis)read as β at position i in the read. This is
calculated as the total number of times α is read to be β at position i among all mapped
reads, divided by the number of times the corresponding position of the reference genome is α.
Finally, we simulated Illumina sequencing to generate N reads by applying M to N uniformly
distributed L-substrings in the reference genome.
Rationale. Simulated data are essential because higly repetitive genomic regions, for which
our error model is designed, are often masked prior to assembly. Even when assembly can be
done, accurate mapping of sequenced reads back to the assembly is difficult when genomes
are repetitive [Zhi et al., 2007]. Under these conditions, only simulation can provide unam-
biguous error information. Type 1(a) datasets were prepared such that they emulate repeat
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Table 3.2 Estimated error probabilities qi(·, ·), position i = 11.
E. coli str. K-12 substr.
×10−2 A C G T
A 98.96 0.63 0.18 0.23
C 0.15 99.60 0.10 0.15
G 0.05 0.17 99.25 0.53
T 0.05 0.19 0.18 99.58
Acinetobacter sp. ADP1
×10−2 A C G T
A 96.18 2.53 0.19 1.10
C 0.20 99.32 0.08 0.40
G 0.12 0.30 97.60 1.98
T 0.09 0.18 0.13 99.60
content ranging from a microbial genome with low repeats to a highly repetitive plant genome.
However, to inject reality wherever possible, the reference genomes of Type 1(b) were selected
from the previous assemblies. Lastly, the type 2 dataset demonstrated the applicability of our
model to real, although non-repetitive, real read data.
3.4.2 Error Detection and Correction Results
Our model accommodates sequencing errors via the misread probabilities pe(xm, xl) be-
tween any two kmers xm and xl. To calculate pe(xm, xl), we need to specify the position
specific misread probabilities, qi(α, β), 1 ≤ i ≤ k, α, β ∈ {A,C,G, T}, for each position of a
kmer. Ideally, we would set qi(·, ·) to match the errors in the current dataset inferred from
reads in the control lane [Weese et al., 2009, Qu et al., 2009]. When such information is not
available, we can rely on information derived from other read data generated on the same plat-
form. In the worst case, we can use the simple error model of Eq. (3.1), which only requires
specification of the average error rate pe.
Based on these choices, we tested our datasets using four types of sequencing error (misread)
distributions: tIED, wIED, tUED, and wUED (defined below). Our simulation procedure
introduced errors according to the misread probability matrices M estimated from dataset
SRX000429, so the true error distribution, tIED, was obtained by estimating qi(·, ·) from the
same dataset SRX000429. The estimation procedure is similar to the one used for estimating
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Table 3.3 A comparison of minimum error rates. A Comparison of the
minimum number of wrong predictions achieved by applying op-
timum thresholds to observed occurrences Y , and our model
with each of the error distributions tested. Bold numbers indi-
cate that our model outperforms.
Minimum (FP + FN) Value
Data Y tIED wIED tUED wUED
D1 2212 18 984 1020 4648
D2 6392 23 1300 3150 6729
D3 6809 19 1300 2696 3124
D4 216 10 236 80 719
D5 552 14 373 297 1346
D6 14236 13275 13441 13671 18793
M (defined in the previous section), except each read is decomposed into L − k + 1 kmers
and the count of each type of misread nucleotide at each kmer position is determined. (Note,
the same nucleotide contributes counts in up to k distinct kmers.) Since, the estimated qi(·, ·)
represent fewer parameters than M , qi(·, ·) only approximates the true misread probability
matrices M , which themselves only approximate true read errors. The wrong Illumina error
distribution, wIED, is the situation encountered when Illumina data are only available from
a different experiment (and often different lab). To emulate this case, we derived a second
set of error probabilities qi(·, ·) from Illumina reads of Acinetobacter sp. ADP1 (Short Read
Archive acc. SRX001814, 17.7M reads of 36bp length). The error rates differ at kmer position
i = 11 (Table 3.2) and others (not shown) in the E. coli and A. sp. ADP1 short read datasets,
demonstrating that wIED is indeed the wrong error distribution. Finally, in the absence
of detailed error information, we can use the uniform error distribution with constant error
probability pe. When the average error rate pe = 0.006 is estimated from dataset SRX000429,
the error distribution is the true uniform error distribution (tUED). When the error rate is
overestimated at pe = 0.02, above the published rate of 0.01–0.015 [Shendure and Ji, 2008], it
is the wrong uniform error distribution, wUED.
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The same measures as in Chin et al. [2009] are used for evaluation, where a false positive
(FP) denotes an error free kmer has been considered as erroneous and a false negative (FN)
denotes an unidentified erroneous kmer.
Table 3.3 reports the minimum number of wrong predictions (WPs), FP+FN, achieved
by applying optimum thresholds on observed Y , used by existing methods, or by applying
thresholds on the estimated number of attempts to read T , used in our method. The results
of our method are shown for the four types of error distributions in columns tIED, wIED,
tUED, and wUED. Bolded entries indicate where lower minima were achieved with our method
compared to the standard method. Given the true error distribution, our method committed
over 95% fewer WPs for all datasets except D6, where our method still managed 7% fewer
WPs. Interestingly, using the wrong Illumina error distribution (column wIED) achieved at
least 33% fewer WPs in all repetitive genomes except D4, where our wIED method performed
about on par with applying the threshold on Y . The minimum WPs achieved by the true
uniform error model tUED are two- to three-fold smaller than the corresponding values in
column Y . However, using elevated error rate pe = 0.02 led to higher minimum WPs, except
in dataset D3, the most highly repetitive simulated genome.
Even though we presented a method to choose the threshold value (see section 3.7), it is
not possible for any method to guarantee the optimal threshold. Ideally, the error detection
methods should be relatively insensitive to choice of threshold. To compare methods across
many thresholds, we plot log(FP + FN), with respect to a wide range of thresholds (Fig. 3.2).
The The plot in every case resembles a U-shape since many error kmers are missed (FN)
when the threshold is too low and many correct kmers are declared errors (FP) when the
threshold is too high. Our method achieved fewer WPs for datasets D1, D2, D3 and Maize
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Figure 3.2 Plots of log(FP + FN) vs. threshold for all datasets. In each
plot, we compare the results by applying thresholds to Y and
to T estimated by our model using the tIED, wIED, tUED and
wUED error distributions.
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with error distributions tIED, wIED, and tUED at all thresholds. The improvement in error
detection increased with the degree of repetition, seen in simulations D1 to D3 and also in
comparing N. meningitidinis and Maize. Our method tended to flatten the bottom of the U-
shape such that a wider range of thresholds often beat even the minimum error obtained under
Y thresholding. In all datasets, our method often shifted the U-shape leftward, such that for
very small thresholds, our WPs were far less than the Y -based methods, regardless of the error
distribution used. As the threshold increases, WPs for all methods eventually converge to the
same constant, where all kmers are considered erroneous. For moderately large thresholds, our
method sometimes resulted in higher WPs, especially for the wrong error distribution wUED,
and sometimes wIED, and genomes with a low degree of repeats.
REDEEM misclassified the fewest kmers when using the “true” error model, but even
in our simulations, there was a mismatch between the simulated errors and the estimated
“true” error model. The position-specific error probabilities used to compute kmer misread
probabilities are not the true error probabilities that vary by position in the full length read.
The difference is exacerbated as reads get longer relative to the kmer length. Since it would be
possible to compute misread probabilities pe(xm, xl) using read-derived position probabilities,
this mismatch between kmer and read errors can be eliminated with more sophisticated error
models that account for the position of each kmer in the read. Since data to estimate the
read error properties can be collected in parallel on a known, control genome, we contend that
estimating the true error model is not an undue burden in practical applications [Weese et al.,
2009, Qu et al., 2009]. Quality scores may also inform on errors [Wijaya et al., 2009] and could
be incorporated in the REDEEM error model.
As discussed previously, only simulated data with different degrees of repeats can be utilized
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Table 3.4 Error correction results.
Data Method (d) Sensitivity Specificity Gain CPU Time(min) Memory(GB)
D1 SHREC 81.2% 99.9% 80.3% 23.9 5.9
Reptile 78.9% 99.9% 78.9% 0.6 0.19
REDEEM 71.3% 99.9% 51.5% 114.1 2.5
D2 SHREC 54.0% 99.9% 52.7% 22.7 5.8
Reptile 57.8% 99.9% 57.8% 0.5 0.16
REDEEM 78.6% 99.9% 64.6% 72.7 1.6
D3 SHREC 29.3% 99.9% 26.7% 21.7 5.8
Reptile 46.8% 99.9% 46.8% 0.5 0.13
REDEEM 86.4% 99.9% 79.4% 31.2 0.63
to measure error correction results for repeat-rich genomic regions due to the fact that mapping
short reads from such regions uniquely to the reference genome, and the assembly of genomes
with high repeat content, remain open problems. We compare our correction results with
SHREC [Schro¨der et al., 2009] and Reptile [Yang et al., 2010] using datasets D1, D2 and
D3 with increasing degrees of repeat content. The results are shown in Table 3.4. To be self-
contained, we reproduce the evaluation measures from Yang et al. [2010]: A True Positive (TP)
is any erroneous base that is changed to the true base, a False Positive (FP) is any true base
changed wrongly, a True Negative (TN) is any true base left unchanged, and a False Negative
(FN) is any erroneous base left unchanged. Sensitivity = TP / (TP + FN) and Specificity =
TN / (TN + FP). Gain = (TP - FP) / (TP + FN) denotes the total percentage of erroneous
bases removed from the dataset post-correction.
REDEEM is designed to specifically target error correction for repeat-rich genomes. While
both SHREC and Reptile do not explicitly model the effect of repeats, the variable length
suffixes captured by SHREC and different read decompositions explored by Reptile can provide
richer and more precise information about errors. Currently, REDEEM does not utilize all
such information. Therefore, in genomes with low repeat content, both SHREC and Reptile
outperform. However, as the repetition within the genome increases, REDEEM significantly
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outperforms both methods by accounting for the repetition in the kmer neighborhood. Further
experiments show that error correction results are affected mainly by the percentage of the
length of the genome spanned by repeats, rather than repeat types and lengths. This can serve
as a yardstick in deciding when to use REDEEM over conventional error correction. It is also
possible to combine the features of a conventional error correction method such as Reptile with
the explicit modeling of repeats as done in REDEEM to produce an error-correction method
that is superior both when sampling low repeat and highly-repetitive genomes.
All experiments were carried out on 3.16GHz Intel Xeon Processors; run time and memory
usage of all three programs are shown in the last two columns in Table 4. As expected, the run
time of REDEEM is longer due to the complexity of modeling repeats explicitly. The largest
simulation, D6, took 120 minutes and 9 GB. No error detection/correction method except
na¨ıve thresholding on observed counts yet scales to practical next-generation applications, but
REDEEM is at least comparable to existing, non-repeat-aware methods.
3.5 Discussion
We have presented a method for error detection that accommodates genomic repeats by
considering the multiple potential sources of kmer counts, including both faithfully read match-
ing strings and incorrectly read nonmatching strings in the genome. In the end, the method
produces estimates of the expected number of attempts Tl to read kmer xl, with or without
errors. The kmers with small Tl identify strings xl with low coverage in the dataset. Under
the assumption of uniform coverage, very low Tl are likely to represent nonexistent kmers. The
same logic is used to justify discarding kmers with small Yl, but it is rarely recognized that Yl
is not directly proportional to genome occurrence αl except in the absence of errors. Relying
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on the overlapping erroneous kmers, we correct errors in the reads.
Choosing a threshold is a challenge for all error detection methods. In practice, the thresh-
old can be trained on comparable data where errors are directly observable, perhaps by com-
paring with a known reference genome. Alternatively, analytical calculations can justify a
threshold that minimizes some measure of incorrect predictions [Schro¨der et al., 2009]. A very
simple calculation is available with some knowledge of genome length |G|, because then it is
possible to estimate the FP rate, P (Yl < M | αl > 0) assuming uniform coverage. Our datasets
have expected k-length string coverage N(L−k+1)|G|−L+1 around 60X, which implies expected FP rates
ranging from 1 × 10−14 at threshold M = 10 and 1 × 10−3 at threshold M = 35. Our own
experiments, however, find that analytically calculated thresholds may actually introduce more
errors than originally present in the dataset. Given these challenges, it is a positive feature of
the proposed method that in almost all cases, a broader range of thresholds achieved nearly
the same low wrong predictions (see Fig. 3.2). Under these conditions, success of the method
becomes less dependent on the choice of threshold. In addition, the leftward shift of our wrong
prediction curves tends to favor our method if thresholds are chosen conservatively.
Assemblers that incorporate error kmer detection tend to be conservative, reducing gaps
in the assembled genome by holding FP low with small thresholds M [Butler et al., 2008,
Jackson et al., 2010, Zerbino and Birney, 2008]. Although our method claimed lower overall
wrong predictions in this range, we note that our FP error rates are higher than those achieved
with Y thresholding, barely so in the absence of repetition and correct error distribution, but
notably so otherwise. Lower FN at the cost of higher FP reflects our ability to reduce errors by
detecting kmers that do not exist in the genome, but have neighbors that are highly repetitive
in the genome. Thus, identifying errors with our method reduces the complexity of assembly
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by removing FN that cause tangles [Pevzner et al., 2001], but increases FP that cause contig
breaks. The resulting trade-off may not be appropriate for all applications. FP kmers tend to
be kmers that occur once in the genome in a region with low coverage. Our method could be
improved by incorporating variable coverage effects or scanning for kmers possibly discarded
due to low coverage.
Our estimated error distributions, tIEP, wIEP, tUEP, and wUEP, do not match the error
distribution in the simulated reads and especially do not match the errors in the true reads of
the E. coli dataset SRX000429. All error models are approximations, and the error distribution
we can estimate is a combination of read errors, errors introduced by the mapping software,
and errors in the assembly. Either as a consequence of this mismatch of model and reality, the
longer genome, or both, Fig. 3.2 shows that prediction errors were substantially higher in the E.
coli dataset for all methods. The error distributions of datasets from E. coli and A. sp. ADP1
differed notably (Table 3.2), which may imply error rates vary substantially across organisms
and sample preparations. For all these reasons, error estimation will continue to be a challenge
in the future. Ideally, errors should be estimated along with Tl, but a less parameter-rich model
is required, perhaps along the lines of the mixture models used to estimate genome length [Li
and Waterman, 2003].
Choosing kmer length k and maximum Hamming distance dmax are additional challenges
with few easy answers. We chose k such that the average non-repetitive kmer has one genome
occurrence. This choice relies on having some idea of genome repetitiveness. In general, choos-
ing a large value of k results in low read occurrences Yl and little information for inference of
Tl. Yet choosing k too small populates kmer neighborhoods with counts from kmers occurring
in largely incompatible contexts. In both cases, the noise of too little data or the noise of
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irrelevant data interferes with the useful signal needed to detect possible error reads. Choice
of k is connected to choice of dmax. All results reported here are for dmax = 1; results for
dmax = 2 changed little. However, as k increases, dmax = 1 may not adequately capture the
true neighbor context of kmers.
Our estimation method uses the EM algorithm to compute the expected number of kmer
misreads Yml, which makes it possible to not only detect error kmers, as we have done, but also
identify errors in valid kmers. Specifically, the computed Yml could be used to identify valid
kmers that are over- or under-counted. For example, if Yl is high because error count Yml is
large due to some repetitive xm, then the prevalence of kmer xl in the genome is overestimated
by Yl. Indeed, Tl can be used to estimate genome length and repetition [Li and Waterman,
2003].
There have been some attempts to formally characterize repeats in genomes [Haubold and
Wiehe, 2006], but generally, the term “repeat” is used loosely in the literature, with meaning
varying by context. In this chapter, we consider kmer xl a repeat when its genomic occurrence
αl is higher than what is expected in a random genomic sequence. Because genomes are
not random, all genomes display some degree of repetition. Perhaps such cryptic repetition
explains why we can achieve lower false prediction rates at optimal thresholds even on non-
repetitive genomes, like E. coli. In fact, E. coli is somewhat repetitive according to the Ir
measure of Haubold and Wiehe [2006].
3.6 Our Contributions
We develop a statistical model and a computational method for error detection and cor-
rection in the presence of genomic repeats. We propose a method to infer genomic frequencies
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Figure 3.3 Histogram of estimated Tl for E. coli dataset.
of kmers from their observed frequencies by analyzing the misread relationships among ob-
served kmers. We also propose a method to estimate the threshold useful for validating kmers
whose estimated genomic frequency exceeds the threshold. We demonstrate that superior er-
ror detection is achieved using these methods. Furthermore, we break away from the common
assumption of uniformly distributed errors within a read, and provide a framework to model
position-dependent error occurrence frequencies common to many short read platforms. Lastly,
we achieve better error correction in genomes with high repeat content.
The proposed method is made available through the software package REDEEM (Read
Error DEtection and Correction via Expectation Maximization) under GNU GPL3 license and
Boost Software V1.0 license at “http://aluru-sun.ece.iastate.edu/doku.php?id=redeem”.
3.7 Detailed Threshold Inference
The true expected number of attempts to read kmer xl,
αln(L−k+1)
|G|−k+1 , are constant multiples of
the discrete genome occurrences αl ∈ {0, 1, . . . , }, where the coverage-related constant n(L−k+1)|G|−k+1
is unknown. The estimated Tl vary from these true values because of sampling and estimation
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error. A histogram of estimated Tl (see Fig. 3.3 for the E. coli dataset) thus reveals peaks
corresponding to αl = 0, αl = 1, and αl = 2. The constant multiple is about 57, which
can also be verified from Table 1. The kmers with Tl near 0 have no occurrences in the
genome. One approach to model multi-modal distributions, such as that of Fig. 3.3, is to use
a mixture model. Then, erroneous kmers would be those derived from the mixture component
corresponding to the first mode. We propose mixture distribution
Tl
iid∼ pi0f(α, β) +
G∑
g=1
pigφ(µg, σ
2
g) +
piG+1
maxl Tl
, (3.2)
where the mixing probabilities pi0, . . . , piG+1 sum to 1. The first component f(α, β) of the
mixture is a Gamma distribution, corresponding to the erroneous kmers. The second through
(G + 1)th components are a series of normal distributions fitting the subsequent peaks for
αl = 1, 2, . . . ,G. The last component is a uniform distribution over the observed range of Tl.
We use the uniform distribution to account for the few kmers with large αl > G. One particular
parameterization of the normal components is justified as follows. Under the assumption of
reads distributed uniformly throughout the genome, the true Tl are Poisson random variables,
where the mean depends on the identity of kmer xl and the error model. Rather than model
the errors again, we hypothesize these means are Gamma random deviates. Then, Tl follows a
Negative Binomial distribution [McCullagh and Nelder, 1989], with means µg = gµp/(1−p) and
variances σ2g = gµp/(1−p)2 when αl = g ∈ {1, . . . ,G}. Finally, by the Central Limit Theorem,
the Negative Binomial is well-approximated by the Normal distribution with matching means
and variances when the coverage-related parameter pµ1−p is large.
We can obtain the maximum likelihood estimate of the parameter vector θ = (pi0, . . . , piG+1,
α, β, µ, p) using another EM algorithm. Let Zlg, l ∈ {1, . . . , |Rk|}, g ∈ {0, . . . ,G + 1} indicate
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if kmer xl is in group g. Then, the complete log likelihood for the proposed mixture model
(Eq. 3.2) is
∑|Rk|
l=1
{
Zl0 ln
[
pi0
βαTα−1l
Γ(α)
]
+
∑G
g=1 Zlg ln
[
pig√
2piσg
exp
(
− (Tl(1−p)−gµp)22gµp
)]
+ Zl,G+1 ln
[
1−pi0−···−piG
maxl Tl
]}
Let zlg = E[Zlg | Tl, θˆ] be the probability xl belongs in group g given the current estimate
θˆ of all model parameters. For computational efficiency, at each iteration, we first compute
E[Ng] =
∑|Rk|
l=1 zlg E[T | Zg = 1] =
∑|Rk|
l=1 Tlzlg
E[T 2 | Zg = 1] =
∑|Rk|
l=1 T
2
l zlg E[lnT | Z0 = 1] =
∑|Rk|
l=1 zl0 lnTl,
the first three for all g = 0, . . . ,G + 1. Here, Ng is the number of kmers in group g, T is the
number of attempts to read a random kmer, and Zg indicates if this kmer is in group g. Then,
the update equations for the parameters are
pˆig =
E[Ng ]
|Rk| for all g
lnα−Ψ(α) = lnE[T | Z0 = 1]− lnE[N0]− E[lnT |Z0=1]E[N0] solve for αˆ
βˆ = E[N0]αˆE[T |Z0=1]
µˆ =
∑G
g=1 E[Ng ]−
√
(
∑G
g=1 E[Ng ])
2
+4(1−pˆ)2(∑Gg=1 gE[Ng ])(∑Gg=1 E[T 2|Zg=1]/g)
−2pˆ∑Gg=1 gE[Ng ] ,
where pˆ is found as the root of
(1− pˆ)(1 + pˆ)
G∑
g=1
E[T 2 | Zg = 1]/g − 2µˆpˆ2
G∑
g=1
E[T | Zg = 1]
−µˆ2pˆ2
G∑
g=1
gE[Ng]− µˆpˆ(1 + pˆ)
1− pˆ
G∑
g=1
E[Ng],
given µˆ above. This and the second equation are implicit functions for αˆ and pˆ that can be
solved using any one-dimensional root finder. To choose the best number of groups Gˆ, we
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compute and minimize the BIC [Schwarz, 1978] over a range of plausible G. Members of the
gamma component that represent kmers not present in the genome are identified as those with
argmaxgP (Zlg = 1 | Tl, θˆ, Gˆ) = 0.
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CHAPTER 4. MapReduce Framework for Read Clustering in
Metagenomics
Metagenomics is the study of a population of organisms by fragmenting and sequencing
their collective DNA [Gill et al., 2006, Poinar et al., 2006, Venter et al., 2004]. It is often
applied to communities of microbial organisms in their native environments where species-
wise separation is difficult, expensive, or downright impossible. Such studies are essential
for identifying and discovering novel genes, studying ecosystems, and inferring the impact of
microbial composition on host species. As with other areas of genomics, high-throughput next
generation DNA sequencing [Ansorge, 2009, Perkel, 2009] is replacing Sanger sequencing due
to its enormous advantages in cost, throughput, and scale of data generation. In the case of
metagenomics, this comes with one distinct handicap – most bacterial genes are small enough
to be fully contained in a Sanger read (up to a 1000 bp of DNA), making the task of gene
identification easier. This is lost due to the short read lengths supported by next-generation
sequencing.
Among the next-generation sequencing techniques, the 454 technology [Margulies et al.,
2005] is particularly suitable for metagenomic analysis [Poinar et al., 2006, Gordon et al.,
2005, Simon et al., 2009, Turnbaugh et al., 2009]. With the average length around 400 bp, 454
reads are about a third to half the length of Sanger reads, but still long enough for reliable
gene identification. An important concern in surveying metagenomic samples is the clouding
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out of low abundance species by highly abundant species. The significantly higher throughput
of 454 technology (10-20 million reads per run) facilitates deep coverage sequencing, and helps
uncover numerous new species with low abundance in an environmental sample, hence, beating
Sanger sequencing in gene discovery. Most other next-generation sequencing techniques have
even higher throughputs (for example Illumina Genome Analyzer can produce 300-400 million
reads [Lakdawalla and Steenhouse, 2008]), but produce much shorter reads (25-150 bp), making
sequence homology inference less reliable [Liu et al., 2008].
This work is motivated by the need to profile microbial organisms from human or mouse
gut for obesity-association studies [Gill et al., 2006, Turnbaugh et al., 2009, Verberkmoes
et al., 2009]. The composition of these communities is affected by diet, disease states and
environmental factors. The goal is to quantify species abundance as per hierarchical taxonomic
units, where each taxonomic unit is a group of organisms that belong to the same defined
biological type such as phylum, genus, or species. The abundance of a taxonomic unit in
the metagenomic sample is estimated by computing the ratio of the number of DNA reads
belonging to the organisms of this unit over the total number of sequenced reads. In the
current application, the reads are derived from the 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) pool of the
sample. These serve as a good proxy for profiling abundance since they are conserved among
organisms within a species while diverging across species.
Two approaches have been pursued in addressing this problem: The first relies on a
database of known 16S rRNA sequences (e.g., the Ribosome Database [Cole et al., 2009]). The
quantification process is carried out by aligning every sequenced DNA read to the database
sequences, and assigning it to the taxonomic unit based on taxonomic classification of the corre-
sponding database sequences [Liu et al., 2008, DeSantis et al., 2006a,b, Diaz et al., 2009, Huson
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et al., 2007, McHardy et al., 2007, Meyer et al., 2008, Wang et al., 2007]. Such an approach
is obviously limited to currently known organisms, which are far from comprehensive [Meyer
et al., 2008, Blow, 2008]. In fact, advances in sequencing technology are expected to be used
to further this knowledge and uncover many hitherto unknown species. Hence, the second
approach advocated is to perform direct clustering or binning of the reads based on pairwise
homologies [Li et al., 2008]. It is expected that carefully calibrated alignment thresholds will
cluster sequences at different levels of the hierarchy of taxonomical classification.
Current methods for metagenomic clustering are deficient in both the scale of data they
can handle and the quality of clustering. This is particularly an issue for terascale metage-
nomics projects [TM] – 400 Mbp to 600 Mbp data could be collected via the recent 454 Roche
GS Titanium system within 10 hours [Margulies et al., 2005]. Among the existing meth-
ods, CD-HIT [Li et al., 2008] can handle relatively large datasets. However, it is intended
to cluster protein sequences that are highly similar. Other methods, such as sketching tech-
niques [Cameron et al., 2007] and parallel clustering or alignment algorithms [Kalyanaraman
et al., 2003, 2006, Zola et al., 2007], were proposed to scale to large datasets. But none are ap-
plicable to metagenomic data clustering. The former can only cluster highly similar sequences.
The single linkage clustering technique used in [Kalyanaraman et al., 2003, 2006] would cause
different taxonomic units to be non-differentiable. In addition, in metagenomic data analysis,
the clustering problem itself has not been defined precisely so far.
In this paper, we propose a formal model for the metagenomic clustering problem and
present parallel algorithms for computing it. We adapted the sketching technique [Broder
et al., 1997] to partially offset the O(n2) time complexity for identifying pairwise sequence
homologies, where n is the number of sequences in the input. Multiple hierarchical taxo-
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nomic clusterings are achieved through setting acceptable threshold values on the homologies.
We formalize clustering as an iterative quasi-clique enumeration problem. We cast the pre-
sented algorithms in the map-reduce framework [Dean and Ghemawat, 2008] and develop a
cloud-enabled software for metagenomic clustering named CLOSET (CLoud Open SequencE
clusTering). The map-reduce paradigm has been drawing the attention of the computational
biology community [McKenna et al., 2010, Schatz et al., 2010, Wall et al., 2010], particularly
in the last year. However, majority of these applications are limited to simply distributing
the data which is then handled by existing sequential software. We demonstrate that rela-
tively complicated algorithms can utilize map-reduce framework. Although we demonstrate
our clustering framework with an application to 16S rRNAs, it is a general purpose framework
that would also be suitable for the upcoming ultra-long read technologies, for instance, single
molecule real time sequencing [Eid et al., 2009].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.1 we provide a brief introduction
and formalize the clustering problem. In Section 4.2 we first outline our proposed approach,
and then in Section 4.3 we give details of the two underlying algorithms. Section 4.4 pro-
vides information about how the algorithms are translated into a map-reduce implementation.
Finally, Section 4.5 gives experimental results, and Section 4.6 concludes the paper.
4.1 Problem Formulation and Computational Modeling
Biologists group and categorize living organisms in the form of a taxonomic hierarchy.
From a computer science perspective, this is a hierarchical tree where each node corresponds
to a taxonomic rank, such as phylum, class, family, and genus. At each rank, the groups of
organisms that belong to the same biological type is termed a taxonomic unit (TU). To quantify
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a TU in an environmental sample amounts to calculating the ratio of the number of individuals
belonging to this TU over the total number of organisms in the same sample. The problem
is trivial if each individual in a metagenomic sample can be identified properly. However,
this information is only indirectly available through reads taken from individual genomes of
different organisms in the sample. In our case, the input is a set of reads from 16S rRNAs which
we take as providing strong but imperfect signatures for identifying the underlying organisms.
Given a set of Roche 454 reads with average length around 400 bp, which are partial
sequences derived from full length 16S rRNAs (∼1600 bp) of microbial organisms in an en-
vironmental sample, the goal is to quantify the composition of taxonomic units at different
taxonomic ranks. The number of reads belonging to the same taxonomic unit defines its preva-
lence in the sample. With majority of these reads coming from undocumented organisms, one
cannot associate reads with organisms directly. Rather, we indirectly infer through alignment
of reads coming from the same organism or from multiple organisms within the same taxo-
nomic unit. This task is achieved via clustering. In general, reads are more similar at a lower
taxonomic rank (e.g., genus) than at a higher taxonomic rank (e.g., family).
To tackle the above problem, we assume the availability of a pairwise similarity function
such that two reads of the same taxonomic unit can be differentiated from those belonging
to different taxonomic units at the same taxonomic rank. The function is not expected to be
(indeed it cannot be) perfect but provide trustworthy differentiation in a good majority of the
cases. Examples of such functions include sequence alignment, secondary structure alignment
or their approximations. After the similarity relationships have been established, reads can be
grouped together using different clustering algorithms [Xu and Wunsch, 2005].
Computationally, we need to address the following two tasks. Given a set of reads R =
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{r1, r2, . . . , rn} as input:
1. Identify all pairs (ri, rj) such that F (ri, rj) ≥ t, where F is the chosen similarity function
and t is a threshold.
2. Cluster reads based on their established similarity association.
Current methods for metagenomic read clustering do not document a goal for clustering
but rather leave it to be inferred through the algorithmic approach. As observed in [Estivill-
Castro, 2002], diverse needs of clustering in relation to the application domains is the main
reason behind the plethora of clustering algorithms developed in the literature. In case of
metagenomics, single linkage clustering or hierarchical clustering techniques are widely used
(e.g., [DeSantis et al., 2006a, Li and Godzik, 2006]). The major flaw of these strategies lies
in their inability to properly deal with inaccuracies and ambiguities in the similarity measure,
prevalent in metagenomic data analysis. Two major problems arise due to the way current
methods deal with ambiguities: when a read is highly similar to reads from multiple taxonomic
units, the read is included in one of them leading to a wrong count, or even worse, the taxonomic
units are merged into a single one (in case of single linkage clustering). Once a mistake is
committed, it percolates upwards in the hierarchy of taxonomic ranks. In other words, current
methods look for partitioning of the read set – meaningful only if read clustering can be made
accurately. Moreover, the correct similarity score threshold that differentiates a taxonomic
rank successfully from all others at the same rank is unknown.
To address these issues, we model the clustering problem as follows: we regard true clus-
tering at a certain taxonomic rank to be a partitioning of the input reads, the ideal we seek.
However, since the function F is unlikely to faithfully reflect evolution such that reads of the
same taxonomic unit can be unambiguously differentiated from reads of other units, we allow
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a read to concurrently occur in multiple clusters when applicable. The ambiguities in read
assignments are likely to be alleviated as we lower the similarity threshold. For instance, let
F (ri, rj) = 90%, F (ri, rk) = 90%, F (rj , rk) = 84%, and F (rp, rq) = 86%. If we choose t = 85%
as a cutoff corresponding to the species rank and look for complete linkage clustering, three
clusters can be formed: {ri, rj}, {ri, rk} and {rp, rq}, where ri is equally justified to be placed
in two clusters. While at the family rank where t is lowered to 80%, a partition is achieved:
{ri, rj , rk} and {rp, rq}. Ultimately, when the similarity threshold reduces to below a certain
value, the input becomes a single cluster – a faithful reflection that all reads belong to the
same domain. Due to false positives resulting from choosing the similarity function F , it is too
stringent a requirement to expect complete linkage between every pair of reads in the same
taxonomic unit. Furthermore, when the read similarity function is used, two reads from the
same individual rRNA will not score highly on the similarity score if they sample different
parts of the rRNA. To account for these, we propose to enforce a certain degree of partial
linkages within a cluster that grows as a function of the cluster size.
We define a cluster to be consisting of a set of reads such that there exists a sufficient
number of pairwise similarities among them. Formally, a cluster is a maximal set T ⊆ R of
reads such that
∣∣ {(r, s) ∈ T × T : r 6= s, F (r, s) ≥ t} ∣∣ ≥ γ(|T |2 ). Note that this definition takes
into account inaccuracies in determining taxonomic unit membership based on read similarities.
The parameter γ can be dialed up or down to reflect the trust in this assessment, and can even
be tuned as a function of the threshold t. The clustering problem is then defined as that of
finding all maximal clusters T at a given threshold level t. Note that the clusters need not be
a partition. In addition, the clusters could be computed for a decreasing sequence of threshold
values. A biologist can then view the resulting clusters and identify the thresholds at which the
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clusters appear to be classifying taxonomic units at a particular rank level. For instance, one
could identify thresholds at which the resulting clustering best approximates a partition. This
leads to more accurate classification because the data supports the inference that clustering
can be done meaningfully at these threshold levels.
4.2 Proposed Algorithmic Approach
We now present our algorithmic approaches for computing pairwise read similarities and
subsequent clustering. The typical practice in solving the first task is to compute all pairwise
scores, which has O(Cn2) complexity, where C is the time taken by the function F (ri, rj).
This is straightforward to compute both sequentially and in parallel but infeasible for large
n. Different clustering algorithms try to address this problem using different strategies. For
example, CD-HIT [Li and Godzik, 2006] greedily searches for clusters among protein sequences,
however, its worst-case time complexity remains O(n2). Note that an overwhelming majority
of F function evaluations result in unconnected pairs of reads, even at higher taxonomic ranks
(the highest taxonomic rank where all reads would be in one cluster is not considered). In this
paper, we avoid all pairwise similarity computations and propose a sketching based technique to
directly infer pairs whose estimated similarity scores exceed a given threshold. Our technique
relies on adapting sketching techniques widely utilized for web document clustering [Broder
et al., 1997, Charikar, 2002, Manku et al., 2007], where all vs. all comparisons are infeasible.
Our algorithm takes a decreasing sequence of similarity cutoffs T = (t1, t2, . . . , tm) as
input. For each cutoff tk, we perform clustering based on pairs of reads (ri, rj) such that
F (ri, rj) ≥ tk. We formalize the above strategies using graph theory. Let Gk = (V,Ek,W ) be
a set of undirected graphs (1 ≤ k ≤ m), where vertex vi ∈ V denotes read ri ∈ R for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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W captures the edge weights: wij = F (ri, rj) if F (ri, rj) ≥ tk, and is 0 otherwise. In practice,
we neither compute nor store zero weight edges. For a specific threshold tk, e
k
ij = (vi, vj) ∈ Ek
if and only if wij ≥ tk, (k ≥ 1). Note that Ek−1 ⊆ Ek (1 < k ≤ m). We compute clustering on
graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gm, in that order. We add edges incrementally in going from one graph to
the next. In what follows, the superscript is dropped for convenience and each graph is simply
referred to as G with the threshold becoming clear from the context. A cluster is a maximal
quasi-clique in G: let U ⊆ V ; the U -induced subgraph G′ = (U,EU ) is a γ-quasi-clique if
|EU | ≥ γ
(|U |
2
)
, for 0 < γ ≤ 1.
4.3 Algorithms for Metagenomic Sequence Clustering
In this section, we present our algorithms for 1) edge construction and validation, and 2)
clustering via incremental maximal quasi-clique enumeration. The map-reduce realization of
these algorithms will be described in detail in the next section. In what follows, we use the
notation 〈key, value〉 to denote a key and value pair.
4.3.1 Phase I: Edge Construction and Validation
Our algorithm for edge construction is adapted from the sketching technique originally
proposed for web based document clustering [Broder et al., 1997]. We briefly recall here the
relevant key ideas from document clustering. Initially, each document Di is converted to its
corresponding tuple set Si, where each tuple in Si is a sequence of k consecutive words in Di.
Then, a universal hash function is utilized to map every tuple in Si uniformly to the space of
integers (usually 64-bit). After hashing, Di has been converted to a set of integers, denoted
by Hi. The Jaccard similarity coefficient between Di and Dj , defined as
|Hi∩Hj |
|Hi∪Hj | , has been
shown [Broder et al., 2000] to be equivalent to the probability that the minimum values of Hi
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and Hj are the same. Theoretically, to derive the Jaccard similarities among a set of highly
similar documents, it is sufficient to use the above strategy to compare the extracted minimum
values from each of them. These extracts are termed as sketches, and using the sketches to pair
documents that share the same sketch avoids pairwise comparisons. Nonetheless, in practice,
the clustering results are greatly influenced by the chosen hash function. The accuracy of
using this technique degrades when used to cluster documents that are less similar [Henzinger,
2006]. At the same time, more sketches can be chosen (e.g., via a modular function) to better
represent each document under comparison.
For metagenomic read clustering, we are facing the challenge to cluster not only reads with
high similarities (e.g., 95%) but also reads with much lower similarities (e.g., 60%) to be able
to classify microbial organisms at different taxonomic ranks. In addition, reads are in DNA
alphabet of size just 4, compared to the much larger alphabet set used in documents and a
large number of reads may share a common substring. Our solution for adapting sketching
techniques to metagenomic reads is given in Algorithm 3. Even though presented as a serial
algorithm for convenience, it is designed such that the individual steps can be easily executed
in parallel. Details of parallel execution using the map-reduce framework are deferred to the
next section.
Each read in R = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} is initially converted to a set of integers comprising of the
hash value of every constituent k-mer (substring of length k) (line 1). Instead of choosing the
minimum value to represent a read ri, we select a subset Si of hash values that are l modulo M ,
where M is a preset constant (line 3). The similarity between reads ri and rj is computed as
|Si∩Sj | (derived in lines 4–14) divided by min(|Si|, |Sj |). Our design of this similarity function
is motivated by the need to capture containment relationships, and account for differences in
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read lengths. Note that if read ri is a substring of read rj , then Si ⊆ Sj , resulting in a perfect
similarity score of 100% as desired.
1: For each read ri ∈ R, hash every constituent k-mer to a 64-bit integer, resulting in a hash
set Hi = {h1, h2, . . .}.
2: for l = 0 to M − 1 do
3: Generate the lth sketch for each ri:
Si = {hj |hj ∈ Hi ∧ (hj mod M) = l}.
4: For each Si, and each sj ∈ Si generate 〈sj , rIDi〉, where rIDi is the unique identifier
assigned to ri. Let SR denote the list of all pairs so generated.
5: Let nj denote the number of elements in SR with key sj . Let Cmax be a user specified
threshold.
6: for every unique key sj of SR do
7: if 1 < nj ≤ Cmax then
8: For all pairs of 〈sj , rIDa〉 , 〈sj , rIDb〉 ∈ SR, such that rIDa 6= rIDb, generate
〈(rIDa, rIDb), 1〉.
9: else
10: Retain all rIDs sharing the same key sj as an entry in the list SRrem.
11: end if
12: end for
13: Merge all entries generated in line 8 that share the same key by summing up the
corresponding values.
14: Update every pair 〈(rIDa, rIDb), count〉 ∈ SR by incrementing count by one each time
rIDa, rIDb concurrently belong to an entry in SRrem.
15: For each 〈(rIDi, rIDj), count〉 ∈ SR, derive similarity score Jij = countmin(|Si|,|Sj |) . If
Jij ≥ Cmin, where Cmin is the user specified similarity value, add the pair 〈rIDi, rIDj〉
to the candidate list Ll.
16: end for
17: Let L =
⋃M−1
l=0 Ll.
18: For every 〈rIDi, rIDj〉 ∈ L, if F (ri, rj) ≥ t, add 〈(rIDi, rIDj), F (ri, rj)〉 to the final list of
edges E.
Algorithm 3: Edge Construction and Validation
To avoid the O(n2) complexity in computing the similarity function for each pair, we let
common hash values dictate which pairs to evaluate. Each common hash value shared between
a pair of reads causes the generation of that pair with a frequency count of one. The frequency
counts are later aggregated to reflect the number of common hash values. However, since
DNA alphabet is small, some common k-mers may appear even between reads that do not
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share significant similarity. In particular, short repeats or elements that frequently appear in
multiple rRNAs can cause a significant throwback to the O(n2) complexity by creating many
pairs with low frequency counts that will later be eliminated. To avoid this, Algorithm 3
postpones using high frequency k-mers to avoid generating exceedingly large number of read
pairs (line 10). This practice is also supported by biological justification: substrings common
to rRNAs from many organisms are not useful in differentiating among them. However, once
we decide to explore similarity of two reads based on sharing of low frequency substrings, the
high frequency ones have to be added back into the mixture to determine the corresponding
similarity score (line 14).
The quality of results can be severely affected by sketching bias – the hash function does
not guarantee to map k-mers uniformly into the integer space as assumed by the sketching
technique [Broder et al., 2000]. To mitigate the effect of this, we apply M rounds of sketching
and read pair (or equivalently, graph edge) generation. In round l (0 ≤ l < M), the sketch
is composed of hash values that are l modulo M . An edge survives as long as it is generated
by at least one of these sketches. In a probabilistic sense, this exponentially decreases the
chance that a read pair is completely missed. On the flip side, many edges are expected to be
identified multiple times. The storage issues concerning this can be mitigated by combining
the set of pairs for each successive sketch on the fly with the pairs seen so far, rather than
combine them all at once as mathematically indicated in line 17.
Finally, the entire exercise of generating read pairs based on sketching can be seen as a
filter to produce pairs worthy of further evaluation. Any user defined similarity function F
can then be applied to assess the generated read pairs (equivalently, edges) directly. Some
examples of such functions which biologists like to use are pairwise sequence alignment, and
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secondary structure alignment. However, the sketch-based function we designed is accurate
enough to be directly used in practice. If so, line 18 of the algorithm is unnecessary, and t
can be used in place of Cmin in line 15. Thus, we are able to provide a standalone solution
for metagenomics clustering, while at the same time providing flexibility to the user to specify
any arbitrary similarity function of their choice and immediately benefit from a highly efficient
parallel implementation.
4.3.2 Phase II: Incremental Quasi-clique Enumeration
Exact maximal (quasi-) clique-enumeration has been extensively studied in the literature
and there have been parallel algorithms designed for this problem using both message passing
and shared memory paradigms [Du et al., 2006, Schmidt et al., 2009, Wu and Pei, 2009], as
well as the MapReduce framework [Wu et al., 2009]. Due to the irregular graph structures
arising in practice and the existence of an exponential number of maximal (quasi-) cliques in
such graphs, existing methods are typically applied to random graphs or graphs with relatively
smaller size than the ones introduced from the current application. Therefore, we designed an
approximate maximal quasi-clique enumeration strategy, described as follows.
To cluster reads at different taxonomic ranks, we will use a series of similarity cutoffs T =
(t1, t2, . . . , tm), sorted in the decreasing order. At each similarity level, edges are incrementally
introduced into the graph and combined with the previously computed clusters. Using a series
of similarity cutoffs would give biologists the flexibility to view different resulting clusters and
identify the thresholds at which the clusters would be more meaningful towards a particular
application.
Our method is presented in Algorithm 4. Each cluster c (a maximal γ-quasi-clique) is
denoted by a pair: 〈key, value〉, where the key field, denoted by c.key, represents the set
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1: Let T = (t1, t2, . . . , tm) for t1 > . . . > tm.
2: i← 1
3: Let C denote the clustering results, C ← ∅.
4: while i ≤ m do
5: for every 〈(rIDi, rIDj), F (ri, rj)〉 ∈ E do
6: if F (ri, rj) ≥ ti then
7: C = C ∪ { 〈{rIDi, rIDj}, {(rIDi, rIDj)}〉}
8: end if
9: end for
10: repeat
11: Identify ci, cj ∈ C such that ci.key ∩ cj .key 6= ∅;
n1 ← ci.key ∪ cj .key; n2 ← ci.value ∪ cj .value.
12: if |n2|/
(|n1|
2
) ≥ γ then
13: C = C \ {ci, cj}; C = C ∪ {n1, n2}.
14: end if
15: until no change in C is observed.
16: i← i+ 1
17: end while
Algorithm 4: Maximal Quasi-clique Enumeration
of vertices in c, and the value field, denoted by c.value, represents the set of edges in this
cluster. Initially, every cluster is a two-clique (line 6). Then, two clusters that share common
vertices are joined together if a larger γ-quasi-clique can be formed (lines 10–15). Note that
our algorithm offers no theoretical guarantee that it enumerates all maximal γ-quasi-cliques.
In fact, the number of such cliques can be exponential in the worst case. Our algorithm is a
heuristic to generate maximal quase-cliques appropriate to the problem at hand. We do not
expect arbitrary input but given that the reads come from organisms which should fall into
groups at various taxonomic ranks, the clique generation process is expected to discover these
groupings. Note that the above notation for a cluster is for ease of presentation. In practice,
the vertices need not be store explicitly but can be inferred from the edges.
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4.4 Map-Reduce Implementation
We implemented our clustering algorithm using the map-reduce framework. This choice
was dictated by several practical considerations: Typical metagenomic datasets consist of
gigabytes of data and impose serious I/O and storage requirements. At the same time avail-
able map-reduce implementations, for instance Apache Hadoop, deliver highly efficient dis-
tributed file systems (e.g., GFS, HDFS) that remove burden of managing I/O explicitly, and
hide its low-level details from the programmer. Because map-reduce applications are typi-
cally deployed in large cluster environments, with a high probability of single node failure,
map-reduce implementations provide strong fault-tolerance mechanisms. Finally, map-reduce
applications can be easily ported to popular cloud environments, for instance Amazon EC2
(http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/), making them more accessible to users who are not HPC ex-
perts. The later argument seems to be especially noteworthy, taking into account increasing
interest of biologists in cloud-enabled solutions.
The aforementioned advantages of map-reduce come at a price of constrained flexibility,
since algorithms must be expressed as a series of map and reduce stages, through which the
input data is streamed. While this pattern is sufficient for many embarrassingly parallel
applications it becomes challenging, and sometimes infeasible, for more algorithmically involved
problems. To express our clustering procedure using map-reduce, we designed a series of data
transformations, where each transformation is a single map-reduce task, and collectively these
tasks reflect steps described in Algorithms 3 and 4. Below we provide a brief description of
each task specifying its input as well as map and reduce functions. For convenience we use
notation from Algorithms 3 and 4. Additionally we denote by α a key assigned to a reducer,
and we use B = [β1, β2, . . .] to denote a list of values that share key α.
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4.4.1 Edge Construction
We start by generating a list of candidate edges. In M iterations we process input reads
generating their sketches, and producing potential edges that correspond to pairs of reads
whose similarity is at least Cmin. This is achieved by repeatedly calling Task 1 and Task
2, which identify reads with a common k-mer, and do similarity counting, respectively. To
pass information about k-mers that occurred more than Cmax times, we use a temporary file.
In Task 1, mapper generates pairs of hash value and read id, while reducer simply performs
counting of reads that share given hash value. In Task 2 on the other hand, mapper generates
pairs of read identifiers, while reducer counts how many k-mers are shared by a given read
pair and checks if it can be considered a candidate pair. Here, Task 2 uses information stored
previously in the temporary file:
Task 1: sketch selection
Input: 〈rID, r〉
Map: Generate sketch set S.
For each si ∈ S emit 〈si, rID〉.
Reduce: If |B| ≤ Cmax emit 〈|B|, B〉.
Otherwise, store B in a temporary file.
Task 2: edge generation
Input: 〈n, [rID1, rID2, . . . , rIDn]〉
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Map: For each pair (rIDi, rIDj), i 6= j,
emit 〈(min(rIDi, rIDj),max(rIDi, rIDj)), 1〉.
Reduce: For α = (rIDi, rIDj)
– Generate pair 〈α,m = |B|〉.
– If rIDi and rIDj are both present in the temporary file generated in Task 1, increase
m by one.
– Calculate Jij (Algorithm 3, Line 15).
If Jij ≥ Cmin emit 〈rIDi, rIDj〉.
We expect that many edges will be generated several times, although the number of dupli-
cates will depend on the hashing function used in Task 1 and similarity of sequences. Therefore,
in Task 3 we remove redundant edges, and at the same time we replace each undirected edge
with two corresponding directed edges. This step will facilitate data flow required to validate
candidate edges (by calculating their exact similarity) in later stages. In this task, mapper
emits a pair of vertices describing a given edge and reducer, for every source vertex, selects all
unique target vertices:
Task 3: redundant edges removal
Input: 〈rIDi, rIDj〉
Map: Emit each input entry as it is.
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Reduce: For every unique value βi ∈ B
emit 〈α, βi〉 and 〈βi, α〉.
The next two tasks are probably the most interesting in the edge generation stage. In
order to bring together information about edges that must be validated and the corresponding
reads, mapper uses the original input data and information about edges delivered by Task 3.
Reducer creates a tuple containing read sequence and a list of read ids with which given read
will be compared. Then in Task 5 this list can be used to generate another tuple, with pair
of read identifiers as a key, and sequence read as a value. Because in Task 3 every undirected
edge is replaced with two directed counterparts, for every undirected edge, mapper in Task 5
will generate exactly two tuples, each with one of the read sequences. Since read identifiers
used to create a key are sorted, both tuples will be assigned to the same reducer, which will
perform edge validation via computing the exact similarity score:
Task 4: data aggregation
Input: 〈rID, r〉 or 〈rIDi, rIDj〉
Map: Emit each input entry as it is.
Reduce: Identify β∗ ∈ B which is a read sequence.
Emit 〈α, [β∗, B\{β∗}]〉.
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Task 5: edge validation
Input: 〈rID, L = [r, rIDj1, rIDj2, . . .]〉
Map: For each pair (rID, rIDji), rIDji ∈ L,
emit 〈(min(rID, rIDji),max(rID, rIDji)) , r〉.
Reduce: If F (β1, β2) ≥ Cmin emit 〈α, F (β1, β2)〉.
Although Tasks 4 and 5 may appear to be compute intensive, they provide an efficient way
to avoid storing all reads in the main memory, which is infeasible taking into account size of
the metagenomic datasets. Moreover, because map-reduce tasks are streaming data following
a sequence of consecutive hard drive accesses, we are avoiding expensive random access to the
secondary storage, which would be necessary if we decided to fetch sequences from the hard
drive each time validation is performed.
4.4.2 Incremental Quasi-clique Enumeration
The output from the first stage of our implementation is a list of edges together with their
similarity. To implement the second stage of our algorithm, we first perform edge filtering
depending on the thresholds tk ∈ T . This is achieved by Task 6. Next we call iteratively
Tasks 7 and 8. Task 7 takes as input two types of data: the edge tuples that survived fil-
tering in Task 6, and clusters generated in the previous iterations. Note that during the first
iteration the set of input clusters is empty. Because Task 7 may generate identical clusters,
or clusters sharing the same vertex set but different edge set, these clusters are merged by
keeping the vertex set intact, while taking the union of edges in Task 8. All three tasks are
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called repeatedly for the changing value tk, to obtain the clustering at different similarity levels:
Task 6: edge filtering
Input: 〈(rIDi, rIDj), F (ri, rj)〉
Map: If tk ≤ F (ri, rj), emit 〈rIDi, rIDj〉.
Reduce: Emit 〈α,B〉.
Task 7: quasi-clique merging
Input: 〈rID, Lv = [rIDj1, rIDj2, . . . , ]〉 or 〈h, Le = [(rIDj , rIDk), (rIDl, rIDm), . . .]〉
Map: For every rIDji ∈ Lv, emit 〈rID, (rID, rIDji)〉 and 〈rIDji, (rID, rIDji)〉. For every
rIDji ∈ Le, emit 〈rIDji, Le〉.
Reduce: If and only if a pair (βj , βk) can be merged to form a γ-quasi-clique, emit
〈h, βj ∪ βk〉, where h is a hash value of the concatenation of vertex labels in the clique.
Task 8: merge clusters sharing the same vertices
Input: 〈h, L = [(rIDj , rIDk), (rIDl, rIDm), . . .]〉
Map: Emit each input entry as it is.
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of the data used for experiments.
Small Medium Large
No. reads 312,296 1,741,911 5,656,392
Size [MB] 128.2 717.9 2,334.0
Read
length [bp]
(min./avg./max.)
192/371/813 167/373/894 167/375/894
Reduce: Identify all elements {β1, β2, . . . , βl} sharing the same vertex set, and emit
〈h, β1 ∪ β2 ∪ βl〉, where h was the hash value defined in Task 7.
4.5 Experimental Results
4.5.1 Test Data and Experimental Environment
To assess efficiency of our clustering approach and its map-reduce implementation we per-
formed a set of experiments for clustering 454 reads sampled from 709 mouse guts. The reads
are subsequences from the full length 16S rRNA, and as such they represent a microbiome,
i.e., a microbial composition, found in the gut of each host mouse. The total data consists
of 5,656,392 reads, and ability to cluster it at different taxonomic levels is important for un-
derstanding how the microbiome is shaped by the host genome, or for discovering unknown
bacteria populations that may affect digestive tract of the host. For the purpose of experiments
we randomly sampled (without replacement) the original dataset to obtain two smaller data
collections. Properties of the resulting datasets are summarized in Table 4.1.
To implement map-reduce tasks described in the previous section, and to deploy the map-
reduce cluster, we used the latest Apache Hadoop framework. Hadoop provides three different
interfaces (Java, Pipes and Streaming), which vary in trade-off between efficiency and flexibility.
Because our algorithm requires high data throughput (difficult to achieve in Hadoop Stream-
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ing), and depends on computationally intensive subroutines (hard to implement efficiently in
Java), we decided to rely on C++ and Hadoop Pipes combined with the libhdfs library to
provide direct access to Hadoop distributed file system. To implement hashing function used
in sketching stage we depend on the C++ Boost library (http://www.boost.org/), which
provides efficient hashing of different data types into 64-bit space. To orchestrate map-reduce
tasks we implemented additional scripts that keep track of iteration progress, and manage
intermediate data whenever required. Finally, we created a set of small tools to convert input
and output data between the standard biological data file formats and our internal representa-
tion. The complete software package constitutes a cloud-enabled framework, which we named
CLOSET (CLoud Open SequencE clusTering).
We deployed CLOSET on a 32 node Hadoop cluster with a total of 256 GB main memory,
and 6 TB secondary storage under the control of HDFS. The cluster provides 256 AMD 2.2 GHz
cores and uses Gigabit Ethernet for interconnect. We used a typical Hadoop configuration
with one node serving as a master tracking jobs and maintaining the HDFS metadata, and
remaining nodes acting as workers executing computations and storing data blocks. We set
HDFS replication factor to 2, and used 64 MB block size.
4.5.2 Experiments
We subjected our three datasets (Table 4.1) to analysis using CLOSET. We set the param-
eter M such that the expected fraction of hash values used to obtain sketch size is 0.02. Note
that different choices of M affect how accurately we assess similarity between reads, and they
allow us to control trade-off between accuracy of the edge generation stage and the run time.
By choosing M = 1 we will obtain exact Jaccard similarity coefficient, which will lead to all
pairs comparison in the latter stages of our algorithm. On the other hand, it is possible to
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computationally choose M such that cardinality of resulting sketches for every read will be at
most 1, which will eliminate pairwise comparison completely. We found that different choices
of M have minor effect on quality of clustering; however, they influence overall execution time.
Consequently, taking into account length of input reads we set M such that expected number
of sketches per read is 5 to 16. We further constrain the number of iterations in the sketching
stage to l = 3, which we find sufficient to accurately capture potential edges.
We set k = 15 to generate a reliable k-spectrum for our data, i.e., the one which consists of
k-mers that have low probability of occurring randomly in a given read. Note that to obtain
such spectrum it is sufficient to set k such that 4k  d, where 4 is the size of the DNA alphabet
and d = 1, 600 is the approximate length of 16S rRNA sequences from which our data has been
derived. Hence, our choice of k is stringent.
To select candidate edges we set Cmin to 60%. This conservative choice can be considered
a default value one would use when trying to capture clusters at the relatively high taxonomic
rank in a de-novo experiment. In order to form the initial quasi-cliques, we set γ ≥ 2/3, which
can be tuned up or down as needed in later iterations.
Using the above parameters for each input dataset we executed the first stage of our algo-
rithm and then a single iteration of the second stage for varying initial similarity threshold t1.
We measured time taken by CLOSET, and quantity of data it generated including intermediate
stages. The obtained results are summarized in Tables 4.2 and 4.3.
We start analysis of obtained results by first looking at the quantity of the data generated
by our clustering algorithm (Table 4.2). Although these quantities strongly depend on the
input, they provide several interesting insights. As expected the sketching algorithm provides
tremendous saving in terms of execution: to obtain the set of confirmed edges, i.e., edges with
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Table 4.2 Quantity of the data generated in different stages when analyzing
the three input datasets.
Small Medium Large
Predicted edges 182,465,582 311,341,492 443,709,163
Unique edges 120,635,707 240,662,224 381,661,077
Confirmed edges 53,840,766 139,044,928 206,753,539
t1 = 95%
Clusters processed 1,907,730 11,381,018 30,272,606
Resulting clusters 243,735 103,497 1,206,096
t1 = 92%
Clusters processed 4,865,107 31,953,877 61,524,815
Resulting clusters 249,830 973,298 2,235,523
t1 = 90%
Clusters processed 21,028,890 136,133,245 238,177,413
Resulting clusters 351,823 1,640,042 3,343,883
similarity score above Cmin, only a tiny fraction (between 2.38× 10−5 and 0.002) of all vs. all
comparisons is required. Note that the sketching technique may not generate some valid edges.
However, taking into account that the ratio between the number of unique edges that were
subjected to validation and the number of confirmed edges varied between 1.7 and 2.2 for all
three datasets, and the number of additional edges introduced by increasing l was negligible,
we believe that the number of false negative predictions is not significant to drastically affect
clustering outcome in the later stages.
Another observation concerns change in the number of processed and generated clusters
depending on the size of the input dataset and the similarity threshold t1. From Table 4.2,
decreasing similarity threshold, which means including more edges in the clustering stage, leads
to increased number of processed and output clusters. Here, by processed clusters we mean all
clusters that have been generated and merged to obtain the final output. This is consistent with
what one expects to see when enumerating maximal quasi-cliques in a random graph; however,
it does not have to hold for all types of graphs. Nevertheless, since the input set of edges reflects
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Table 4.3 Run time in seconds for different stages of the CLOSET algo-
rithm executed on our 32 node Hadoop cluster.
Small Medium Large
Sketching 771 2,116 4,220
Validation 549 1,138 1,639
t1 = 95%
Filtering 45 45 63
Clustering 633 696 1,072
t1 = 92%
Filtering 47 47 80
Clustering 933 1,442 1,498
t1 = 90%
Filtering 48 49 82
Clustering 1,772 2,690 3,733
a biological data (which often follows a scale-free node degree distribution [Barabasi and Albert,
1999]) it is justified to expect that by introducing more edges (lowering the similarity threshold)
we will obtain more dense quasi-cliques, with small overlaps. Indeed, the ratio between the
number of input edges and the number of quasi cliques generated in the small dataset changes
from 0.01 for the threshold of 95% to 0.06 for the threshold of 90%. We observe the same
trend in the other two datasets.
We now take a look at the run-times obtained when executing CLOSET on our 32 node
cluster (Table 4.3). Analysis of map-reduce task efficiency is in general a challenging task.
Performance of any map-reduce job is strongly affected by how well different (often very ob-
scure) parameters of the underlying map-reduce library are configured, and it becomes routine
to refer to the process of map-reduce job configuration as a “black art” [Sharma]. To be as fair
as possible, we set all typically configured Hadoop parameters (e.g., the number of reducers
spawned, memory allocation to Java daemons, etc.) as we would do when running CLOSET
without any prior knowledge about properties of the input data (except the data size). Overall
we tried to balance memory and CPU pressure, avoiding excessive CPU over-subscription. To
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make results comparable, we set all parameters with respect to the largest dataset, and we
used them for analyzing other two datasets as well.
Table 4.3 shows that increasing size of the input data we only slightly increase overall
execution time. This suggests that our implementation maintains very good scalability. Longer
execution times observed for the small dataset can be explained by the fact that the data is
not able even to partially saturate capacity of the cluster. For instance, only 2 mappers are
started to handle Task 1. Moreover, because of much smaller computational requirements, I/O
overhead, especially in the data-copying stage of map-reduce, becomes the dominating factor.
As expected the execution time increases when more edges are introduced into the clustering
phase.
Assessment of the Resulting Clusters (Methodology)
To validate clusters produced by any de novo clustering algorithm, extensive wet-lab exper-
iments are required. Yet, currently no standard procedure exists. Therefore, validation based
on datasets curated by biological experts, where the taxonomic rank of each read is known,
is a method of choice. Given such data, one can infer clusters, termed canonical clusters,
corresponding to each taxonomic rank, and compare them with the clusters derived from the
clustering algorithm. In this section, we describe approach to analyze the consistency between
the canonical clusters and the clusters produced by CLOSET, and to select, for a particu-
lar taxonomic rank, the similarity threshold to best separate sequences belonging to different
taxonomic units.
We first introduce Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) [Hubert and Arabie, 1985], a statistical
measure of consistency between two hard clusterings of a given set of elements. Then, we
explain how this measure can be used in the current application.
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Table 4.4 Contingency Table for calculating ARI
V1 V2 · · · Vc Sums
U1 c11 c12 · · · c1c a1
U2 c21 c22 · · · c2c a2
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ur cr1 cr2 · · · crc ac
Sums b1 b2 · · · bc
Given a set of elements E (|E| = n), and its two partitions: U = {U1, U2, . . . , Ur} and
V = {V1, V2, . . . , Vc}, where U1 ∪ U2 ∪ . . . ∪ Ur = V1 ∪ V2 ∪ . . . ∪ Vc = E, Ui ∩ Uj = ∅ for
1 ≤ i < j ≤ r, and Vi∩Vj = ∅ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ c. We define a contingency table as in Table 4.4.
We can then calculate ARI as:
ARI =
∑
ij
(cij
2
)−∑i (ai2 )∑j (bi2)/(n2)
1
2(
∑
i
(
ai
2
)
+
∑
j
(
bi
2
)
)−∑i (ai2 )∑j (bi2)/(n2)
ARI has been used in different classification and clustering studies [Kelley and Salzberg,
2010, Santos and Embrechts, 2009, Yeung and Ruzzo, 2001], serving as a good criterion to be
maximized in order to select a good set of features to be used in classification or clustering
process. For example, given a set of features that could be used for clustering a set of elements,
a feature set that leads to the largest ARI value can be considered to be the most meaningful.
In the current application, we adapt the above idea and use the ARI criterion as a way to
select CLOSET parameter values. The ARI value between the canonical clusters at a certain
taxonomic rank and the resulting clusters is calculated for each selected set of parameters.
The parameter value set that leads to the largest ARI value is considered to have the best
discrimination power at the corresponding taxonomic rank. There are mainly three parameters
to be tuned for CLOSET: the k value used in the sketching stage, the similarity threshold t that
determines the minimum similarity value between a pair of sequences at a certain taxonomic
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rank, and the γ value that defines the density of a quasi-clique. Empirically, we can identify
a reasonable range for each of the individual parameters. Then, we can use any grid search
method to identify optimal values for all three parameters.
According to the ARI formula, only hard clusterings can be compared. Nonetheless, in
our approach, overlapping clusters are allowed in order to tolerate the imperfect similarity
measure, sequences with unequal length, and other problems due to sequencing. Therefore, a
method to convert the resulting overlapping clusters to a partition is necessary. Currently, no
such method is readily available and this problem is left open.
4.6 Conclusions
Clustering of large-scale environmental samples is considered a difficult and challenging
problem in metagenomics. Our work is motivated by the inability of existing methods and
software to scale to the large datasets obtained by our biology collaborators as a part of
routine research. In addition, there is lack of formal computational modeling and elegant
algorithmic solutions. This paper represents our effort to satisfactorily address all the above
problems and issues. We presented a rigorous framework for metagenomics clustering based on
sketching and iterative quasi-clique enumeration. Our framework has the following advantages:
It can accommodate arbitrary user-defined similarity functions. By performing clustering at
many threshold levels, it can guide the biologist in tuning clustering to better fit different
taxonomic ranks. Our software is implemented on widely available Hadoop platform with
map-reduce framework for easy deployability. It can easily handle some of the largest data
collections that are currently being generated by biologists for metagenomics studies. While
the presented algorithms are motivated by this specific problem in metagenomics, we presented
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two novel techniques that have much broader applicability. One is the development of sketch-
ing techniques for the realm of genomics. The other is a parallel algorithm for quasi clique
enumeration.
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CHAPTER 5. Summary and Future Directions
In this work, we have described two methods to improve the state-of-the-art in error cor-
rection. The first method, available as Reptile, relies on four major ideas: 1) context infor-
mation of adjacent kmers to reduce ambiguities, 2) a space-efficient method for retrieving the
d-neighborhood of any given kmer, 3) a flexible read decomposition strategy to correct sparse
and clustered errors, and 4) a more meaningful metric for validating error correction results.
Together, these ideas lead to a much faster, a more memory efficient, and a more accurate
solution when applied to data from Illumina GAIIx system, a major next generation sequenc-
ing platform. However, there are two major remaining issues, i.e., to identify a better way to
handle genomic repeats and to devise a more fault-tolerant method to choose the threshold,
comparing to which a substring is determined to be error free or not. To resolve these, we
propose a second method Redeem to first infer the genomic occurrence of each kmer, and then
to use a mixture parameter model to model the distribution of genomic occurrences of all
observed kmers. The threshold is chosen based on this model and is compared against the
genomic occurrence of each kmer. These strategies lead to a better prediction of valid versus
invalid kmers in repeat-rich genomes and an automated selection of the threshold. Overall,
both methods can be applied and extend to any next-generation platforms which dominantly
generate substitution errors.
However, several challenges remain, which we briefly described below.
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• To distinguish errors from polymorphisms, e.g., SNPs. Reptile can accommodate SNP
prediction by modifying the tile correction stage (algorithm 3), where ambiguities may
indicate polymorphisms. So far, this is controlled by a user specified parameter, whereas,
statistical modeling may provide a more reliable result. In addition, we are currently
dealing with haplotype genomes. Given metagenomic data or sequences from population
samples, a better modeling may be needed for differentiating natural variations from
sequencing errors.
• To handle the growing read length of upcoming high-throughput sequencers. Currently
in Reptile we define tiles as concatenations of two kmers. it might prove useful to extend
the tile definition to more than two kmers in order to address error correction in much
longer reads. However, this may add additional computational cost.
• A better memory management is required when we try to model genomic repeats in
order to scale to large genomes. So far in Redeem, the complete Hamming graph needs
to be stored in main memory because of the global optimization strategy used in the EM
algorithm. Instead, a more localized EM algorithm and a distributed Hamming graph
can be used to alleviate the large memory usage.
• To identify and correct the insertion and deletion errors, edit distance should be used
to replace Hamming distance. Currently, the use of Hamming distance metric can be
justified since major next-generation platforms such as Illumina dominantly make substi-
tution errors. Upcoming new platforms such as those produced by Ion Torrent or PacBio
may have similar error rate in insertions/deletions as in substitutions. Addressing all
three types of errors may become equally important.
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• To reduce the run time and memory usage, distributed parallelization strategy needs to
be developed in addition to the commonly used multi-threaded implementation suitable
for multicores.
Other than the aforementioned issues, there are several new directions to investigate: better
utilization of quality scores, combining the use of contexual information used in Reptile and
the automated calculation of threshold used in Redeem to devise a more generalized error
correction strategy that is applicable to any dataset regardless of the prevalence of genomic
repeats. In addition, in certain applications such as de novo genome assembly, it would also
be interesting to see the association between the assembly results and the ratio of TPFP , which
indicates the tradeoff between errors corrected and errors introduced.
In this thesis, we also present an important application in next-generation sequencing –
read clustering method for microbiota analysis. This is a fundamental task that will be car-
ried out as a routine procedure in other applications such as association studies. We have
considered this problem in its full biological complexity and integrated knowledges from differ-
ent domains: sketching technique used in clustering web documents, approximate quasi-clique
clustering strategy used in numerous graph theory applications, as well as MapReduce method
implemented in a distributed computational framework. This problem is still in its infant
stage, and some improvements can be made with respect to our current approach:
• To associate computational results with biological relevance.
• Use our framework as a backbone, plug in/out or replace different components in order
to better adapt to a specific application, such as utilizing different clustering methods,
hashing techniques, and alignment methods.
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• To further improve scalability to ultra-large datasets in order to accomodate the forsee-
able needs for large scale metagenomic data analysis.
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